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ABSTRACT.
This report concludes all work to be performed under subject contract
for the period January 14, 1966 through February 7, 1966, and fulfills
the requirement of Article I, Paragraph C, Sub-Paragraph Z, of the
Scope of Work attachment to the contract, wherein this report documents
and summarizes the results of work performed. This report also re-
veals and discusses certain test results categorized as new technology
wherein this investigation and its results might be applicable in other
areas not necessarily directly related to the specific task of this NASA
contract.
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R ESU LTS.
The results of this contract indicate that the requirements of the Scope
of Work of the subject NASA contract have been met either by the
specific result of a test or tests or by the obvious correctly applied
interpolation of acquired data either by observation or instrument.
For the required results, reference is made to Article I - Scope of
Work of the subject NASA contract.
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C ONC LUSIONS.
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The nose cone configuration employed is an effective repeating
method for dissipation of the imposed impact forces.
The final nose cone configuration is a re-useable assembly.
The parachute and its deployment method employed are both
reliable and effective.
Modifications to the Recorder Capsule are easily made with
minimal disturbance to the existing components.
Time delay after ejection from a vehicle at altitude should be
increased to Z0 seconds to minimize drift in a normally
encountered wind profile such as during tests at SPACE
Corp.
Refurbishment of the Modified Recorder Capsule after re-
covery is easily and ,:pJ, ckly accomplished.
The existing size of the tail fins contribute little to the free
fall tumbling stability of the Capsule, especially if the Capsule
were ejectedhorizontal[y_ It is recommended that the fins be
omitted entirely or that their size and location be such that
their effectiveness be realized and therefore justified.
From appraisal of the tested unit, it is possible that the exist-
ing Recorder Capsule Assembly may be capable of withstanding
higher impact forces than the presently established maximum
of 10 G's for 50 milliseconds. If this were true obvious advan-
tages could be taken of a higher descent rate for minimum
drift, smaller parachute, less weight, etc.
Even though impact distances shown for both the Dummy and
Modified Recorder were in excess of 1,000 feet from "drop
point", it can be seen that the existing wind profile at test
could easily cause drift of such magnitude. It can also be
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seen that by correlation and interpolation that if the "Scope
of Work Wind Profile" had existed, the drift and impact
distance requirement could have very nearly been met if
deployment of the parachute had occurred at very nearly
drop or release altitude, instead of deployment altitude.
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WORK PHASES.
In accordance with Article I - Scope of Work, the task was basically
performed in three phases:
Phase I - Design
Phase II - Dummy Recorder Capsule
Phase IH - Modified Recorder Capsules
During Phase I, the contractor also performed extensive tests on
various nose cone configurations in order that the nose cone con-
figuration be finalized for the desired shock mitigation character-
istic s.
For the purposes of this report Phase II and Phase IH, design and
fabrication of the Dummy Recorder Capsule and design of the
Modified Recorder Capsules were performed concurrently.
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DEVELOPMENT - NOSE CONE.
Requirements to be met by the nose cone were generally established
as follows:
a. Inexpensive.
b. Lightweight.
Co Easily replaceable or reuseable.
d. Compact.
e. Capable of dis sipating the energy of a Z0 pound weight
falling at 16 feet per second so as to limit the impact
forces to 10 G's for 50 milliseconds duration.
Original evaluation of paper honeycomb structures and available vendor
• data indicated that the use of a specifically developed nose cone con-
figuration of paper honeycomb would yield the desired shock mitigation
characteristics. This is indicated by the originally proposed and sub-
mitted nose cone configuration as part of Phase I "preliminary design
layout .... ". However, extensive tests at SPACE Corp. revealed
that the honeycomb stack configuration would result in an unacceptable
dimensional envelope and would lack acceptable repeatability. FolIow-
ing these initial tests it was determined that another nose cone configu-
ration would be required. Consequently, further tests ensued to arrive
at the nose cone configuration that possessed desirable dimensional
envelope characteristics, good repeatability, and simple in its con-
struction.
The following chart sections are the results of this investigation.
Figure 1 shows the operating configuration of the Impact Recorder
utilized for all evaIuations in this testing. The impact stylus assembly
utilized was of the omnidirectional type although only "X" axis information
was sought for the longitudinal axis.
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Linear measurement of a circular stylus
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tional spring-mass system is being used to
sense a linear displacement.
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At the left is a complete table of available "g" ratings, or
sensitivities. For single stylus brackets measurements can be
made as low as .0042 g's (horizontal). Single stylus instruments
may be had to measure all directions and are individually
calibrated for both horizontal and vertical operation. Brackets
have been assembled in which all three styli monitor the same
plane but with different sensitivities (e.g. 6XlSXSOX). Pack-
ages which weigh less than one hundred pounds (and can be
thrown) may experience 708 to 100g. For heavier packages
you should specify a sensitivity of 6, 15, 30, or 50g--depending
on fragility and the amount and type of cushioning material.
Vehicle suspension monitoring may require a sensitivity of
0.Sg (for passenger cars over boulevards and expressways) or
15g (for tanks over rough terrain) assuming the recorder is
secured inside th_ vehicle. For freight cars: the "g" equivalent
to what is called a "i0 mph impact" is 15. For piggy-back
applications: a 6XlSY6Z Impact-O-Graph is often attached
to the trailer. Also used in freight cars to amplify markings of
lateral and vertical shocks and oscillations.
Impact-O-Graphs are often used in pairs: one attached to
the lading (a) and the other attached to the vehicle (b). if (a)
doesn't show less impact than 09) the packaging, blocking, or
bracing Bre clearly ine, l_ient,
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Figure Z is a chart sample from the Impact Recorder utilized for
the drop tests. Markings sho_v_ o_ this sample have no relation
to any specific test.
TABLE I
CALIBRATION TABLE FOR 15g SENSITIVITY
FOR IMPACT RECORDER
INCHES* SPACES# "g'"*
1/8
1/4
3/8
1/z
5/8
6/8
1
Z
3
4
5
6
Z.7
5.5
8.Z
10.9
13.6
16.3
*As read from c enterline.
Figure 3 shows the configuration of the drop test fixture wherein
the assembly is shown at drop height required to produce 10g
impact for the capsule weight at ground impact. Although the
final nose cone configuration is shown, this test set-up was
utilized for all configurations tested. This Figure Z shows
the impact stylus assembly mounted inside its case with a battery/
motor driven chart drive.
Figure 4 shows the test drop assembly in the released or impact
po s itio n.
Figures 5 and 6 show typical paper honeycomb configurations
tested and the resulting shapes assumed by the assemblies as the
result of impact. The most notable feature of these configurations
is their evidence of column failure, which was found to cause
secondary impact results such as to exceed the specified limits of
10 g's. With reference to Configuration #1 of Figure 5, it is
evident here that more length is required. However, in the process
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of Lengthening the configuration, the column failures resulted.
Also, Figure 5 and Figure 6 shows specifically the configurations
used for the results shown for Charts #1 through #8. Test #1
shows that the configuration caused impact to exceed 16 g_s, re-
quiring a "softer" configuration in the form of length and less
effective cross-section. Test #7 shows the results of the "softer"
configuration wherein initial VVg, impact was less than 10, but that
column failure and subsequent "bottoming out" caused a peak impact
in excess of 10 g_s, followed by considerable rebounding before
stabilization.
Figure 7 is a photograph typical of the paper honeycomb utilized
in the tests shown in Figures 5 and 6.
Strip Chart results exhibited as Tests #1 through #150 are the
chronological sequence of nose cone configuration testing in
arriving at the final configuration and show nose cone configurations
correlated to test drop numbers.
Strip Chart results, Tests #IA through #6A (Pages 116-119 ) are
the verification test drops of the finalized Dummy Recorder Capsule
Assembly (SPACE Corp. Drawing 2101-100}.
NOTE
In all cases, the chart speed was 6
inches per second and the weight as
sensed bythe nose cone was 20.0
pounds plus . 5 pounds, minus zero
pounds.
I4
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FIGURE 7 
PAPER HONEYCOMB TESTED 4 
DESCRIPTION:
REMARKS:
DESCRIPTION:
REMARKS:
DESCRIPTION:
REMARKS:
DESCRIPTION:
REMARKS:
5 rings of 1" thick kraft paper, honeycomb,
6-1/4" OD, and 1 ring 1" thick, Z-l/Z" OD.
Unsatisfactory impact results. See
Strip Chart #1 for specific character-
istics. Impact considerably in excess
of 10 G's. Unsatisfactory rebound.
TEST _1
8 rings of 1" thick kraft paper, honeycomb,
6-11z,, OD by 4-i/4" ID.
Unsatisfactory impact results. See
Strip Chart #Z for specific character-
istics. Impact considerably in excess
of 10 G's. Unsatisfactory rebound.
TEST #Z
I
8 rings of 1" thick kraft paper, honeycomb,
6-1/4" OD by 5" ID.
Unsatisfactory impact results. See
Strip Chart #3 for specific character-
istics. Impact considerably in excess
of l0 G's. Unsatisfactory rebound.
Evidence of column failure.
T EST #3
6 rings of 1" thick kraft paper, honeycomb,
5" diameter.
Unsatisfactory impact results. See
Strip Chart #4 for specific character-
istics. Impact considerabty in excess
of 10 G's. Unsatisfactory rebound.
Evidence of column failure.
TEST #4
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DESCRIPTION:
REMARKS:
DESCRIPTION:
REMARKS:
DESCRIPTION:
R EMAR KS:
DESCRIPTION:
R EMAR KS:
10 rings of 1" thick kraft paper, honeycomb,
6-1/4" OD by 4-1/4" ID.
Unsatisfactory impact results. See
Strip Chart #5 for specific character-
istics. Impact considerably in excess
of 10 G's. Unsatisfactory rebound.
Evidence of column failure.
T EST #5
9 rings of 1-1/Z" kraft paper, honeycomb,
6-1/4" OD by 4-I/4" ID.
Unsatisfactory impact results. See
Strip Chart #6 for specific character-
istics. Impact considerably in excess
of 10 G's. Unsatisfactory rebound.
Evidence of column failure.
TE_T #6
12 rings of 1" kraft paper, honeycomb,
4-5/8" OD by 2-5/8" ID.
Unsatisfactory impact results. See
Strip Chart #7 for specific character-
istics, Impact considerably in excess
of 10 G's. Unsatisfactory rebound.
Evidence of column failure.
T E_T #7
9 rings of 1" kraft paper, honeycomb,
6-1/2" OD by 4-I/2" ID.
Unsatisfactory impact results. See
Strip Chart #8 for specific character-
istics. Impact considerably in excess
of 10 G's. Unsatisfactory rebound.
Evidence of column failure.
TEST #8
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Hard
Hard
Hard
Soft
Soft
Hard
Hard
Soft
II III
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DESCRIPTION:
R EM.ARKS:
DESCRIPTION:
REMARKS:
DESCRIPTION:
REMARKS:
DESCRIPTION:
R EMA RKS:
3 layers of 4" thick 9" by iZ"
open cell hard polyurethane with
3" by 6" cavities.
Unsatisfactory impact results.
See Strip Chart #9 for specific
characteristics. Impact con-
siderably in excess of l0 G's.
Unsatisfactory rebound.
TEST #9
Z layers of 4" thick 9" by iZ"
open cell hard polyurethane with
3" by 6" cavities.
Unsatisfactory impact results.
See Strip Chart #10 for specific
characteristics. Impact con-
siderably in excess of 10 G's.
Unsatisfactory rebound.
T EST _i 0
4 layers of 4" thick 9" by 1Z"
open cell alternate soft and hard
polyurethane with 3" by 6" cavities.
Satisfactory impact results (8. Z G's),
however, stacked height of the test
configuration and its size not con-
ducive to use as a shock mitigation
device for this application.
TEST #1 1
3 layers of 4" thick 9" by 12"
open cell alternate soft and hard
polyurethane with 3" by 6" cavities.
Satisfactory impact results (9.5 G's),
however, stacked height of the test
configuration and its size not con-
ducive to use as a shock mitigation
device for this application.
TEST #1Z
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DESCRIPTION:
REMARKS:
3 layers of 4" thick 9" by 1Z"
open cell alternate hardness
polyurethane with 3" by 6"
cavities.
Unsatisfactory impact results.
See Strip Chart #13 for specific
characteristics. Impact in
excess of 10 G's.
TEST #13
Hard
Soft
Hard
Configuration
Same as
Above
DESCRIPTION:
REMARKS:
3 layers of 9" by lg" (one 3" thick,
two 4" thick) open cell polyurethane
with 3" by 6" cavities. Alternate
hardness as shown.
Unsatisfactory impact results.
See Strip Chart #14 for specific
characteristics. Impact in
excess of 10 G's.
I, II
Hard
Soft
Soft
Configuration
Same as
Above
DESCRIPTION:
REMARKS:
TEST #I 4
3 layers of 9" by 1g" (one 3" thick,
two 4" thick) open cell polyurethane
with 3" by 6" cavities. Alternate
hardness as shown.
Unsatisfactory impact results.
See Strip Chart #15 for specific
characteristics. Impact in
excess of 10 G's.
TEST #15
|
Soft
Hard
Hard
Configuration
Same as
Above
DESCRIPTION:
REMARKS:
3 layers of 4" thick 9" by 12"
open cell alternate hardness
polyurethane with 3" by 6"
cavities.
Satisfactory impact results (9.5 G's),
however, stacked height and dimen-
sional configuration not considered
satisfactory for shock mitigation
system for this application.
TEST #16
22
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Hard
Hard
Hard
Soft
Hard
Hard
Soft
Hard
_o ard
ft
Configuration
Same as
Above
C onfiguration
Same as
Above
Configuration
Same as
Above
DESCRIPTION:
REMARKS:
DESCRIPTION:
REMARKS:
DESCRIPTION:
REMARKS:
DESCRIPTION:
REMARKS:
3 layers of 4" thick 9" x IZ"
open cell alternate hardness
polyurethane with 3" by 6"
cavities.
Impact results in excess of 10 G's.
Refer to Strip Chart #17 for specific
characteristics. Form of the
curve approximates that desired.
Repeatability check (1 1.6 G' s).
 EST ?
3 layers of 4" thick 9" x 1Z"
open cell alternate hardness
polyurethane with 3" by 6"
cavities.
Impact results in excess of 10 G's.
Refer to Strip Chart #18 for specific
characteristics. Form of the
curve approximates that desired.
Repeatability check (1 1.6 G' s).
TEST #18
3 layers of 4" thick 9" x 12"
open cell alternate hardness
polyurethane with 3" by 6"
cavities.
Impact results in excess of 10 G's.
Refer to Strip Chart #19 for specific
characteristics. Form of the
curve approximates that desired.
Repeatability check (Ii. 6 G' s).
T EST #I 9
3 layers of 4" thick 9" x lZ"
open cell alternate hardness
polyurethane with 3" by 6"
cavities.
Impact results in excess of 10 G's.
Refer to Strip Chart #Z0 for specific
characteristics. Form of the
curve approximates that desired.
Repeatability check (11.6 G's).
TEST #Z0
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DESCRIPTION:
REMARKS:
DESCRIPTION:
REMARKS:
DESCRIPTION:
REMARKS:
DESCRIPTION:
R EMARKS:
3 layers of 4" thick 9" x 1Z"
open cell alternate hardness
polyurethane with 3" x 6" cavities.
Impact results in excess of 10 G's.
See Strip Chart #Zl for specific
characteristics. Form of the
curve approximates that desired.
Repeatability check (11.6 G's).
TEST #ZI
III
3 layers of 4" thick 9" x IZ"
open cell alternate hardness
polyurethane with 3" x 6" cavities.
Impact results in excess of 10 G's.
See Strip Chart #ZZ for specific
characteristics. Form of the
curve approximates that desired,
Repeatability check (1 1.6 G's).
TEST #ZZ
8 pieces I-5/80D by 5/8 ID
8" long of Armstrong Armaflex
tubing taped into a bundle for a
total column effect.
Impact results considerably in
excess of 10 G's (19). See Strip
Chart #Z3 for specific character-
istics, Undesirable column failure
and rebound characteristics.
TEST _Z3
8 pieces I-5/80D by 5/8 ID
8" long of Armstrong Armaflex
tubing taped into a bundle for a
total column effect.
Impact results considerably in
excess of 10 G's (19). See Strip
Chart #Z4 for specific character-
istics. Undesirable column failure
and rebound characteristic s.
TEST #Z4
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DESCRIPTION:
REMARKS:
DESCRIPTION:
REMARKS:
DESCRIPTION:
REMARKS:
DESCRIPTION:
REMARKS:
ALternating I/Z" thick sponges
6-1/4" diameter and 6-1/40D
by 4-1/4 ID for a total stack
height of 9". Solid sponge plate
at bottom. Material: neoprene.
Impact results in excess of 10 G's.
UndesirabLe rebound characteristics.
See Strip Chart #25 for specifics.
TEST #Z5
Alternating I/g" thick sponges
6-1/4" diameter and 6-I/40D
by 4-I/4 ID for a total stack
height of 9". Sponge ring was
used at bottom and solid sponge
plate at top. MateriaL: neoprene.
Impact results in excess of 10 G's.
Undesirable rebound characteristics.
See Strip Chart #26 for specifics.
TEST _Z6
Alternating 1/2" thick sponges
6-I/4" diameter and 6-I/40D
by 4-1/4 ID for a total stack
height of 9". Solid sponge plate
at bottom with two intermittent rings
between alternating solid sponge plates.
Material: neoprene.
Impact results in excess of 10 G's.
Undesirable rebound characteristic s.
See Strip Chart #g7 for specifics.
TEST _g7
Alternating 1/g" thick sponges
6-1/4" diameter and 6-1/40D
by 4-1/4 ID for a total stack
height of 9". Solid sponge plate
at bottom with three intermittent rings
between alternating solid sponge plates.
Material: neoprene.
Impact results in excess of 10 G's.
Undesirable rebound characteristic s.
See Strip Chart #g8 for specifics.
, TEST #g8
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DESCRIPTION:
REMARKS:
DESCRIPTION:
REMARKS:
DESCRIPTION:
REMARKS:
DESCRIPTION:
REMARKS:
1 3 rings of 1" thick neoprene
sponge rubber 6-1/40D by 4-1/4 ID
with solid 6-1/4" diameter sponge
plate top and bottom. Total stack
mounted on a kraft paper box
enclosure.
Impact results in excess of I0 G's.
Assembly exhibited undesirable
column failure. Unsatisfactory
rebound characteristic s. See
Strip Chart #29 for specifics. TEST #Z9
Z 9" by 12" open celI hard
polyurethane blocks with 3" by 6"
cavities assembled as shown with
"Bungee" cord and wire retention.
Impact results in excess of i0 G's.
Assembly exhibited undesirable
column failure. Unsatisfactory
rebound characteristics. See
Strip Chart #30 for specifics.
T EST #30
2 9" by IZ" open ceil hard
polyurethane blocks with 3" by 6"
cavities assembled as shown with
wire retention only.
Impact results in excess of 10 G's.
Assembly exhibited undesirable
column failure. Unsatisfactory
rebound characteristics. See
Strip Chart #31 for specifics.
TEST #3.1
3 layers of 4" thick 9" by 12-"
open cell polyurethane with 3" by 6"
cavities, hardness as shown. Total
stack height 12".
Satisfactory impact results (approxi-
mately 10 G's), however, stacked
height of the test configuration and
its size are not conducive to use as
a shock mitigation device for this
application. Adaptation of this method
has promising potential.
_N TEST #32.
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Hard
Hard
Hard
Hard
Hard
Hard
Hard
Hard
Hard
Configuration
Same as
Above
Configuration
Same as
Above
DESCRIPTION:
REMARKS:
DESCRIPTION:
REMARKS:
I
DESCRIPTION:
R EMAR KS:
I
DESCRIPTION:
REMARKS:
3 layers of 4" thick 9" by 12"
open cell hard polyurethane with
3" by 6" cavities. Total stack
height 12".
Impact results slightly in excess
of 10 G's with indications of
collapsing column. Rebound
characteristics marginal. See
Strip Chart #33 for specifics.
TEST #33
3 layers of 4" thick 9" by 12"
open cell hard polyurethane with
3" by 6" cavities. Total stack
height 12".
Impact results slightly in excess
of 10 G's with indications of
collapsing column. Rebound
characteristics marginal. See
Strip Chart #34 for specifics.
TEST _34
3 layers of 3-1/g" thick 9" by Ig"
open cell hard polyurethane with
3" by 6" cavities. Total stack
height 12".
Impact results slightly in excess
of 10 G's with indications of
collapsing column. Rebound
characteristics marginal. See
Strip Chart #35 for specifics.
T_ .,qT _
2 solid blocks 6" by iZ" by 6" thick
open cell hard polyurethane
(Z pounds/cubic ft. density).
Impact results considerably in
excess of 10 G's. Indications of
collapsing column. Undesirable
rebound characteristics. See
Strip Chart #36 for specifics.
TEST #36
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Configuration
Same as
Above
DESCRIPTION:
REMARKS:
DESCRIPTION:
REMARKS:
DESCRIPTION:
REMARKS:
DESCRIPTION:
REMARKS:
Z solid blocks 6" by IZ" by 6" thick
open cell hard polyurethane
(Z pounds/cubic ft. density).
Impact results considerably in
excess of i0 G's. Indications of
collapsing column. Undesirable
rebound characteristics. See
Strip Chart #37 for specifics.
TEST #37
Z solid blocks 6" by Ig" by 6" thick
open cell hard polyurethane
(Z pounds/cubic ft. density).
Impact results considerably in
excess of i0 G's. Indications of
collapsing column. Undesirable
rebound characteristics. See
Strip Chart #38 for specifics.
TEST _38
Z solid blocks 6" by IZ" by 6" thick
open cell hard polyurethane
(g pounds/cubic ft. density).
All outside exposed surfaces semi-
sealed with 1 coat paint.
Impact results considerably in
excess of i0 G's. Indications of
collapsing column. Undesirable
rebound characteristics. See
Strip Chart #39 for specifics.
TEST _39
Z solid blocks 6" by IZ" by 6" thick
open cell hard polyurethane
(g pounds/cubic ft. density).
All vertical surfaces sealed with
adhesive applied kraft paper.
Impact results considerably in
excess of I0 G's. Indications of
collapsing column. Undesirable
rebound characteristics. See
Strip Chart #40 for specifics.
TEST #40
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Configuration
Same as
Above
C o n figur atio n
Same as
Above
DESCRIPTION:
REMARKS:
DESCRIPTION:
REMARKS:
DESCRIPTION:
REMARKS:
D ESCRIP TION:
REMARKS:
Z sotid blocks 6" by IZ" by 6"
thick open cell hard polyurethane
(Z pounds/cubic ft. density). All
outside exposed surfaces semi-
sealed with 2.coats paint.
Good impact characteristic s
(less than 10 G's), however,
indications of collapsing column
should be improved upon. Rebound
characteristics excellent.
TEST _4|
Z solid blocks 6" by IZ" by 6"
thick open cell hard polyurethane
(Z pounds/cubic ft. density). All
outside exposed surfaces semi-
sealed with Z coats paint. Rerun
of Test #41 above with fractured
painted surfaces.
Indications of collapsing column
and peaking of impact exceeding
l0 G's by a considerable margin.
Very undesirable rebound. TEST _4Z
Z solid blocks 6" by 1Z" by 6"
thick open cell hard polyurethane
(g pounds/cubic ft. density). AII
outside exposed surfaces semi-
sealed with g coats paint. Repeat
of Test #4Z above.
Indications of collapsing column
and peaking of impact exceeding
10 G's by a considerable margin.
Very undesirable rebound
characteristic s.
TE_T #43
Z solid blocks 6" by iZ" by 6"
thick open cell hard polyurethane
(Z pounds/cubic ft. density), with
polyurethane sheet attached to all
exposed surfaces with adhesive.
Indications of collapsing column
and peaking of impact exceeding
i0 G's by a considerable margin.
Very undesirable rebound
characteristic s.
TEST #44
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Configuration
Same as
Above
Configuration
Same as
Above
DESCRIPTION:
REMARKS:
D ESC RIP T ION:
REMARKS:
DESCRIPTION:
REMARKS:
I
DESCRIPTION:
REMARKS:
Z solid blocks 6" by IZ" by 6"
thick open ceil hard polyurethane
(Z pounds/cubic ft. density), with
loosely attached polyurethane sheet
around the blocks restrained with
elastic bands.
Indications of collapsing column
and peaking of impact exceeding
i0 G's by a considerable margin.
Very undesirable rebound
characteristics.
TEST #45
II I
Z solid blocks 6" by iZ" by 6"
thick open cell hard polyurethane
(Z pounds/cubic ft. density), with
loosely attached polyurethane sheet
around the blocks restrained with
elastic bands.
Indications of collapsing column
and peaking of impact exceeding
10 G's by a considerable margin.
Very undesirable rebound
characteristics.
TEST #46
Z solid blocks 6" by 1Z" by 6"
thick open cell hard polyurethane
(Z pounds/cubic ft. density), with
loosely attached polyurethane sheet
around the blocks restrained with
elastic bands.
Indications of collapsing column
and peaking of impact exceeding
10 G's by a considerable margin.
Very undesirable rebound
characteristics.
TEST _47
I
9" by 9" by 9" high cardboard
assembly, styrofoam strip filled.
Indications of collapsing column
and peaking of impact exceeding
10 G's by a considerable margin.
Very undesirable rebound
characteristics.
TEST #48
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DESCRIPTION:
EMARNS:
DESCRIPTION:
REMARKS:
"k
f-
/
[
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Soft
Soft
Hard
DESCRIPTION:
REMARKS:
Soft
Soft
< ub /
DESCRIPTION:
REMARKS:
9" by 9" by 19" high cardboard
assembly, styrofoam strip filled.
Indications of collapsing column
and peaking of impact exceeding
l0 G's by a considerable margin.
Very undesirable rebound
characteristics.
TEST #49
1, 6" by 6" by lZ" high open cell
hard polyurethane block (Z pounds/
cubic ft. density), water impregnated.
Indications of collapsing column
and peaking of impact exceeding
l0 G's by a considerable margin.
Very undesirable rebound
characteristic s.
TEST #50
3 layers of 4" thick 9" by IZ"
open celt polyurethane with 3" by 6"
cavities. Hardness as shown.
Stack arrangement as shown.
Total stack height 12".
Impact results in excess of 10 G's
with unsatisfactory rebound
characteristics. See Strip Chart
#51 for specifics.
TEST #51
3 layers of 4" thick 9" by IZ"
open cell polyurethane with 3" by 6"
cavities. Hardness as shown.
Stack arrangement as shown.
Impact results in excess of 10 G's
with unsatisfactory rebound
characteristics. See Strip Chart
#5Z for specifics.
TEST #SZ
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Soft
Soft
Hard
Soft
Soft
Hard
Soft
Soft
Hard
Soft
Soft
Hard
DESCRIPTION:
<./"J__//
"/.._R
_.._/./"
EMARKS:
DESCRIPTION:
/'"
'"_ , REMARKS"
DESCRIPTION:
EMARI_:
DESCRIPTION:
/ /
3 layers of 4" thick 9" by IZ"
open cell polyurethane with 3" by 6"
cavities. Hardness as shown.
Stack arrangement as shown.
Impact results in excess of I0 G's
with unsatisfactory rebound
characteristics. See Strip Chart
#53 for specifics.
TEST #53
3 layers of 4" thick 9" by IZ"
open cell polyurethane with 3" by 6"
cavities. Hardness as shown.
Stack arrangement as shown.
Impact results in excess of 10 G's
with unsatisfactory rebound
characteristics. See Strip Chart
#54 for specifics.
TEST _q4
3 layers of 4" thick 9" by iZ"
open cell polyurethane with 3" by 6"
cavities. Cavities contain air filled
polyethylene bags as shown. Hard-
ness as shown. Stack arrangement
as shown.
Impact results in excess of 10 G's
with unsatisfactory r ebound
characteristics. See Strip Chart
#55 for specifics.
TEST #55
3 layers of 4" thick 9" by IZ"
open ceil polyurethane with 3" by 6"
cavities. Cavities filled with loose
wadded polyethylene sheet as shown.
Hardness as shown. Stack arrange-
ment as shown.
Impact results in excess of 10 G's,
however, this configuration is an
improvement over previous five
tests. Rebound characteristics are
also improved.
TEST #56 42
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Configuration
Same as
Above
Configuration
Same as
Above
DESCRIPTION:
REMARKS:
DESCRIPTION:
REMARKS:
DESCRIPTION:
REMARKS:
DESCRIPTION:
REMARKS:
3 layers of 4" thick 9" by lZ"
open cell polyurethane with 3" by 6"
cavities. Interface of cavities
covered with polyethylene sheet
as shown. Hardness as shown.
Stack arrangement as shown.
Impact results in excess of 10 G's,
however, this configuration is an
improvement over previous five
tests. Rebound characteristics
are also improved. TES T #57
6" diameter heavy duty vinyl covered
duct material with helical wire wound
frame capped at each end. Total
height 10".
Impact results slightly in excess of
10 G's with good dissipation rate,
however, assembly exhibited un-
stable, non-repeatable character-
istics on the rebound side of the
impact curve.
TEST #58
6" diameter heavy duty vinyl covered
duct material with helical wire wound
frame capped at each end. Total
height 10".
Impact results slightly in excess of
10 G's with good dissipation rate,
however, assembly exhibited un-
stable, non-repeatable character-
istics on the rebound side of the
impact curve.
TEST #59
6" diameter heavy duty vinyl covered
duct material with helical wire wound
frame capped at each end. Total
height 10".
Impact results slightly in excess of
10 G's with good dissipation rate,
however, assembly exhibited un-
stable, non-repeatable character-
istics on the rebound side of the
impact curve.
TEST #60
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Configuration
Same as
Above
DESCRIPTION:
REMARKS:
DESCRIPTION:
REMARKS:
DESCRIPTION:-
REMARKS:
DESCRIPTION:
REMARKS:
6" diameter light duct material
covering helical wound spring,
rubber impregnated, overall
assembly height ll", both ends
capped.
Impact results in excess of I0 G's.
Good dissipation rate characteristics,
however, assembly exhibited un-
stable, non-repeatable character-
istics on the rebound side of the
impact curve. TEST #61
6" diameter light duct material
covering helical wound spring,
rubber impregnated, overall
assembly height ll'% both ends
capped, and one end outfitted with
1/8" pipe fitting as a rough air
metering device.
Impact results in excess of l0 G's.
Good dissipation rate characteristics,
however, assembly exhibited un-
stable, non-repeatable character-
istics on the rebound side of the
_,_. _ ....... TEST #6Z
6" diameter light duct material
covering helical wound spring,
rubber impregnated, overall
assembly height ll'% both ends
capped, and one end outfitted with
1/8" pipe fitting as a rough air
metering device.
Impact results in excess of 10 G's.
Good dissipation rate characteristics,
however, assembly exhibited un-
stable, non-repeatable character-
istics on the rebound side of the
impact curve. TEST #63
6" diameter heavy duty vinyl covered
duct material with helical wire wound
frame capped at each end, and one
end outfitted with a petcock to the half
open position.
Impact considerably in excess of 10
G's. Dissipation rate undesirable.
Rebound characteristics and stability
totally undesirable.
TEST #64
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DESCRIPTION:
REMARKS:
DESCRIPTION:
REMARKS:
DESCRIPTION:
REMARKS:
DESCRIPTION:
REMARKS:
6" diameter heavy duty vinyl covered
duct material with helical wire wound
frame capped at each end with 3/4"
metered fitting at one end. Assembly
height I 1 ".
Impact in excess of I0 G's. Dissipation
characteristic s undesirable. Erratic
rebound characteristics. Bad stability.
TEST #65
6" diameter heavy duty vinyl covered
duct material with helical wire wound
frame capped at each end and one end
outfitted with fully opened (l-l/16"
diameter) gate type valve. Assembly
height 11 ".
Impact results considerably in excess
of I0 G's. Indications of collapsing
column. Extremely undesirable re-
bound characteristic s.
T_qT //AA
6" diameter heavy duty vinyl covered
duct material with helical wire wound
frame capped at each end and one end
with fully closed (1-1/16" diameter)
gate type valve. Assembly height ll ".
Impact results in excess of I0 G's.
Unstable dissipation. Indications of
collapsing column. Undesirable re-
bound characteristic s.
T E,qT _(_7
6" diameter heavy duty vinyl covered
duct material with helical wire wound
frame capped at each end and one end
outfitted with gate valve (1-1/16"
diameter), 25% covered. Assembly
height ll".
Impact results in excess of 10 G's.
Very undesirable column characteristics.
Indicated bad dissipation rate. Undesirable
rebound characteristic s.
TEST #68
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C onfigu ration
Same as
Above
Configuration
Same as
Above
DESCRIPTION:
REMARKS:
DESCRIPTION:
REMARKS:
DESCRIPTION:
REMARKS:
DESCRIPTION:
REMARKS:
6" diameter heavy duty vinyl covered
duct material with helical wire wound
frame capped at each end and one end
outfitted with gate valve (1-1/16"
diameter), 50% covered. Assembly
height 11".
Impact results slightly in excess of 10
G's. Indications of desirable dissipation
rate. Good energy dissipation indicated
by straight line portion of recovery. Good
rebound characteristics TEST _hc)
6" diameter heavy duty vinyl covered
duct material with helical wire wound
frame capped at each end and one end
outfitted with gate valve (I -I/16"
diameter), 75_0 covered. Assembly
height 11 ".
Impact results in excess of I0 G's.
Indications of collapsing column. Un-
desirable rebound characteristics.
TEST #70
6" diameter heavy duty vinyl covered
duct material with helical wire wound
frame capped at each end and one end
outfitted with gate valve (1-1/16"
diameter), 75% covered. Assembly
height 11".
Undesirable dissipation characteristics.
Extreme case of collapsing column.
Bad rebound characteristics.
TEST #71
6" diameter heavy duty vinyl covered
duct material with helical wire wound
frame capped at each end and one end
outfitted with gate valve (1 - 1 / 16"
diameter), 75% covered. Assembly
height 11".
Good dissipation rate. Bad recovery.
Acceptable rebound characteristics.
TEST #7Z
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4[11
Configuration
Same as
Above
Configuration
Same as
Above
Configuration
Same as
Above
DESCRIPTION:
REMARKS:
DESCRIPTION:
REMARKS:
DESCRIPTION:
REMARKS:
DESCRIPTION:
REMARKS:
6" diameter heavy duty vinyl covered
duct material with helical wire wound
frame capped at each end and one end
outfitted with gate valve (1-1/16"
diameter), 75% covered. Assembly
height 11 ".
Good dissipation characteristics.
Unstable indication at crest of indi-
cation. Excellent rebound character-
istics.
TEST _7_
6" diameter heavy duty vinyl covered
duct material with helical wire wound
frame capped at each end and one end
outfitted with gate valve (1-1/16"
diameter), 75% covered. Assembly
height 11".
Impact results in excess of 10 G's.
Instability indications. Marginal
rebound characteristic s.
TEST _74
6" diameter heavy duty vinyl covered
duct material with helical wire wound
frame capped at each end and one end
outfitted with gate valve (1-1/16"
diameter), 75% covered. Assembly
height 11 ".
Impact results considerably in excess
of l0 G's. Unstable dissipation character-
istics. Totally unacceptable rebound
characteristic s.
TEST #75
6" diameter heavy duty vinyl covered
duct material with helical wire wound
frame capped at each end and one end
outfitted with gate valve (1-1/16"
diameter), 75% covered. Assembly
height 11".
B_pact results in excess of 10 G's.
Very unstable indications followed by
very undesirable rebound character-
istics.
TEST #76
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Configuration
Same as
Above
Configuration
Same as
Above
I Ill
DESCRIPTION:
REMARKS:
DESCRIPTION:
REMARKS:
DESCRIPTION:
REMARKS:
DESCRIPTION:
REMARKS:
6" diameter heavy duty vinyl covered
duct material with helical wire wound
frame capped at each end and one end
outfitted with gate valve {1-1/16"
diameter), 75% covered. Assembly
height 11 ".
Impact results in excess of 10 G's.
Very unstable indications followed by
very undesirable rebound character-
istic s.
TESTI l Ill
6" diameter light duty vinyl covered
duct material with helical wire wound
insert capped at each end and one end
containing a 3/4" orifice. Assembly
height 10".
Impact results considerably in excess
of 10 G's. Spiked crest on curve.
Marginal rebound characteristics,
TEST #78
l II II II Illl
6" diameter light duty vinyl covered
duct materiaL with helical wire wound
insert capped at each end and one end
containing a 3/4" orifice. Assembly
height 10".
Impact results considerably in excess
of 10 G's. Spiked crest on curve.
Marginal rebound characteristics.
Ill II
• TEST #79
III
6" diameter Light duty vinyl covered
duct material with helical wire wound
insert capped at each end and one end
containing a 7/8" orifice. Assembly
height 10".
Impact results considerably in excess
of 10 G's. Dissipation characteristics
unstable. Rebound characteristics
totally unac c eptabl e.
TEST #80
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Configuration
Same as
Above
Configuration
Same as
Above
DESCRIPTION:
R EMAR KS:
DESCRIPTION:
REMARKS:
DESCRIPTION:
REMARKS:
DESCRIPTION:
REMARKS:
6" diameter light duty vinyl covered
duct material with helical wire wound
insert capped at each end and one end
containing a 7/8" orifice. Assembly
height I0".
Impact results considerably in excess
of i0 G's. Dissipation characteristics
unstable. Rebound characteristics
totally unacceptable.
TEST _81
6" diameter light duty vinyl covered
duct material with helical wire wound
insert capped at each end and one end
containing a 13/16" orifice. Assembly
height 10".
Impact results considerably in excess
of 10 G's. Very unstable character-
istics. Undesirable rebound character-
istics.
TEST #82
6" diameter light duty vinyl covered
duct material with helical wire wound
insert capped at each end and one end
containing a 13/16" orifice. Assembly
height I0".
Impact results considerably in excess
of i0 G's. Very unstable character-
istics. Undesirable rebound character-
istics.
TEST #83
6" diameter light duty vinyl covered
duct material with helical wire wound
insert capped at each end and one end
containing a Z5/3Z" orifice. Assembly
height I0".
Impact results considerably in excess
of I0 G's. Very unstable character-
istics. Undesirable rebound character-
istic s.
TEST #84
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Configuration
Same as
Above
r_r',
D V.SCR J_TION:
REMARKS:
DESCRIPTION:
REMARKS:
III
DESCRIPTION:
REMARKS:
DESCRIPTION:
REMARKS:
6" diameter light duty vinyl covered
duct material with helical wire wound
insert capped at each end and one end
containing a Z5/3Z" orifice. Assembly
height 10".
Impact results considerably in excess
of 10 G's. Very unstable character-
istics, Undesirable rebound character-
istics.
TEST #85
6" diameter light duty vinyl covered
duct material with helical wire wound
insert capped at each end and one end
containing a Z5/3Z" orifice. Assembly
height 10".
Impact results in excess of 10 G's.
Impact recovery appears to be unstable
on the rebound part of the curve. Does
not appear to be repeatable.
TEST #86
6" diameter iight duty vinyI covered
duct material with helical wire wound
frame capped at each end and one end
outfitted with spring loaded check valve.
Assembly height 11". Opening covered
by check valve Z5/3Z" diameter.
Impact results in excess of 10 G's.
Unstable recovery. Undesirable re-
bound characteristic s.
TEST _87
6" diameter light duty vinyl covered
duct material with helical wire wound
frame capped at each end and one end
outfitted with spring loaded check valve.
Assembly height 11". Opening covered
by check valve 25/3?-" diameter.
Impact results in excess of 10 G's.
Unstable recovery. Undesirable re-
bound characteristic s.
TEST /_88
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Configuration
Same as
Above
DESCRIPTION:
REMARKS:
l
DESCRIPTION:
REMARKS:
I I
6" diameter light duty vinyl covered
duct material with helical wire wound
frame capped at each end and one end
outfitted with spring loaded check valve.
Assembly height ll". Opening covered
by check valve Z5/3Z" diameter.
Impact results in excess of I0 G's.
Unstable recovery. Undesirable re-
bound characteristic s.
TEST _?
6" diameter heavy duty vinyl covered
duct material with helical wire wound
frame capped at each end and one end
outfitted with spring loaded check valve.
Assembly height 11". Opening covered
by check valve 1-1/16" diameter.
Impact results in excess of 10 G's.
Bad recovery characteristics. Very
undesirable characteristic s (rebound).
TEST #90
Configuration
Same as
Above
Configuration
Same as
Above
DESCRIPTION:
REMARKS:
DESCRIPTION:
R EMARKS:
6" diameter heavy duty vinyl covered
duct material with helical wire Wound
frame capped at each end and one end
outfitted with spring loaded check valve.
Assembly height 11". Opening covered
by check valve 1-1/16" diameter.
Impact results in excess of 10 G's.
Bad recovery characteristics. Very
undesirable characteristics(rebound).
TEST _9]
6" diameter heavy duty vinyl covered
duct material with helical wire wound
frame capped at each end and one end
outfitted with spring loaded check valve.
Assembly height II". Opening covered
by check valve 1 3/16" diameter and
valve g5_0 open.
Impact results in excess of 10 G's.
Bad recovery characteristics. Very
undesirable characteri stic s (rebound).
TEST #92
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Configuration
Same as
Above
Configuration
Same as
Above
Configuration
Same as
Above
DEscRIPTION:
REMARKS:
DESCRIPTION:
REMARKS:
I
DESCRIPTION:
REMARKS:
DESCRIPTION:
REMARKS:
6" diameter heavy duty vinyl covered
duct material with helical wire wound
frame capped at each end. Valve
completely removed. Orifice at one
end 13[16" diameter. Assembly height
lI".
Impact results in excess of 10 G's.
Bad recovery characteristics. Very
undesirable rebound characteristics.
TEST #93
II
6" diameter heavy duty vinyl covered
duct material with helical wire wound
frame capped at each end. Valve
completely removed. Orifice at one
end 13/16" diameter. Assembly height
II".
Impact results in excess of I0 G's.
Bad recovery characteristics. Very
undesirable rebound characteristic s.
TEST #94
I
6" diameter heavy duty vinyl covered
duct material with helical wire wound
frame capped at each end and one
end outfitted with a 27/3g"diameter
orifice. Check valve removed. Total
assembly height I I".
Impact results in excess of 10 G's.
Good recovery and rebound character-
istics.
TEST #95
l
6" diameter heavy duty vinyl covered
duct material with helical wire wound
frame capped at each end and one
end outfitted with a ZT/3Z" diameter
orifice. Cheek valve removed. Total
assembly height 1 1 ".
Impact results in excess of I0 G's.
Good recovery and rebound character-
istics.
TEST #96
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Configuration
Same as
Above
DESCRIPTION:
REMARKS:
DESCRIPTION:
REMARKS:
D F_SCRIP TION:
REMARKS:
DESCRIPTION:
REMARKS:
6" diameter heavy duty vinyl covered
duct material with helical wire wound
frame capped at each end and one
end outfitted with a 7 / 8 " diameter
orifice. Check valve removed. Total
assembly height 1 1 ".
Impact in excess of 10 G's. Indications
of instability and bad rebound character-
istic s.
T IV:ST _q7
6" diameter heavy duty vinyl covered
duct material with helical wire wound
frame capped at each end and one
end outfitted with a 7/8" diameter
orifice. Check valve removed. Total
assembly height 1 1 ".
Impact in excess of 10 G's. Indications
of instability and bad rebound character-
istic s.
TEST #98
6" diameter heavy duty vinyl covered
duct material with helical wire wound
frame capped at each end and one
end outfitted with a 7/8" diameter
orifice. Valve plate loosely layed
over orifice opening (no retention).
Impact in excess of 10 G's. Unstable
dissipation and rebound characteristics.
TEST #99
i i
6" diameter heavy duty vinyl covered
duct material with helical wire wound
frame capped at each end and one
end outfitted with a 7]8" diameter
orifice. Val_e plate loosely Iayed
over orifice opening but restrained
by a 5 oz. weight.
Impact in excess of 10 G's. Indications
of unstable rebound characteristics.
TEST #100
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Configuration
Same as
Above
DESCRIPTION:
REMARKS:
I I
DESCRIPTION:
REMARKS:
DESCRIPTION:
REMARKS:
DESCRIPTION:
REMARKS:
6" diameter heavy duty vinyl covered
duct material with helical wire wound
frame capped at each end and one
end outfitted with a 7/8" diameter
orifice. Valve plate loosely layed
over orifice opening but restrained
by a 7 oz. weight.
Impact in excess of 10 G's. Indications
of unstable rebound characteristic s.
, TEST _I01
6" diameter heavy duty vinyl covered
duct material with helical wire wound
frame capped at each end and one
end outfitted with a 7/8" diameter
orifice. Valve plate loosely layed
over orifice opening but restrained
by a 9 oz. weight.
Impact in excess of 10 G's. Indications
of unstable rebound characteristics.
TEST #10Z
6" diameter light duty vinyl covered
duct material with helical wire wound
frame capped at one end, opposite end
of ducting mounted to flange. Total
assembly packed with polyurethane foam
material. Total assembly height 13".
Polyurethane foam filler compacted to
approximately 1Z".
Impact peak 10.Z G's. Very good
dissipation characteristics with accept-
able rebound characteristics. TEST #103
6" diameter light duty vinyl covered
duct material with helical wire wound
frame capped at one end, opposite end
of ducting mounted to flange. Total
assembly paoked with polyurethane foam
material. Total assembly height 13".
Polyurethane foam filler compacted to
approximately 1Z".
Indications of column failure. Peak
impact 10.9 G's with marginal rebound
charac te r istiq s.
66 TEST #104
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Configuration
Same as
Above
Configuration
Same as
Above
DESCRIPTION:
REMARKS:
DESCRIPTION:
REMARKS:
DESCRIPTION:
REMARKS:
DESCRIPTION:
REMARKS:
6" diameter light duty vinyl covered
duct material with helical wire wound
frame capped at one end, opposite end
of ducting mounted to flange. Total
assembly packed with polyurethane foam
material. Total assembly height 13".
Polyurethane foam filler compacted to
approximately 1Z".
Impact peak 10. Z G's. Very good
dissipation characteristics with accept-
able rebound characteristics. TEST #105
6" diameter light duty vinyl covered
duct material with helical wire wound
frame capped at one end, opposite end
of ducting mounted to flange. Total
assembly packed with polyurethane foam
material retained by 16 mesh screen.
Total assembly height 13". Polyurethane
foam filler compacted to approximately 1Z".
Acceptable dissipation characteristics.
Impact slightly exceeded 10 G's. Marginal
rebound characteristic s. TEST #106
6" diameter light duty vinyl covered
duct material with helical wire wound
frame capped at one end, opposite end
of ducting mounted to flange. Total
assembly packed with polyurethane foam
material retained by 16 mesh screen.
Total assembly height 13". Polyurethane
foam filler compacted to approximately 1Z".
Acceptable dissipation characteristics.
Impact slightly exceeded 10 G's. MArginal
rebound characteristic s. TEST #107
6" diameter light duty vinyl covered
duct material with helical wire wound
frame, one end of ducting mounted to
flange. Total assembly packed with
polyurethane .foam material retained by
16 mesh screen. Total assembly height
13". Polyurethane foam filler compacted
to approximately lZ".
Acceptable dissipation characteristics.
Impact slightly exceeded 10 G's. Marginal
rebound characteristic s.
T EST #I 0 8
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Configuration
Same as
Above
Configuration
Same as
Above
DESCRIPTION:
REMARKS:
I II
DESCRIPTION:
REMARKS:
DESCRIPTION:
REMARKS:
DESCRIPTION:
REMARKS:
6" diameter light duty vinyl covered
duct material with helical wire wound
frame, one end of ducting mounted to
flange. Total assembly packed with
polyurethane foam material retained by
16 mesh screen. Total assembly height
13". Polyurethane foam filler compacted
to approximately 1Z".
Acceptable dissipation characteristics.
Impact slightly exceeded 10 G's. Marginal
rebound characteristics. TEST _109
6" diameter light duty vinyl covered
duct material with helical wire wound
frame, one end of ducting mounted to
flange. Total assembly packed with
po[yurethane foam material retained by
16 mesh screen. Total assembly height
13". Polyurethane foam filler compacted
to approximately IZ".
Acceptable dis sipation characteristic s.
Impact slightly exceeded 10 G's. Marginal
rebound characteristic s. TEST #110
I
6" diameter light duty vinyl covered
duct material with helical wire wound
frame capped at one end, opposite end
of ducting mounted to flange. Total
assembly packed with polyurethane foam
material retained by 16 mesh screen.
Total assembly height 13". Polyurethane
foam filler compacted to approximately 1Z".
Acceptable dissipation characteristics.
Impact slightly exceeded 10 G's. Marginal
rebound characteristics. TEST _l 11
6" diameter light duty vinyl covered duct
material with helical wire wound frame
capped at one end, with 5/8" block on
opposite end mounted to a flange assembly
with a 5-1]4" opening. Total duct assembly
height lZ-1]Z". Polyurethane foam filler
compressed to ll-1]Z" and retained by a
u
Z" plate across the 5-1/4" opening.
Very good shock dissipation character-
istics. Impact 10. Z G's. Good rebound
characteristic s.
TEST #11Z
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Configuration
Same as
Above
Configuration
Same as
Above
Configuration
Same as
Above
DESCRIPTION:
REMARKS:
DESCRIPTION:
REMARKS:
DESCRIPTION:
REMARKS:
DESCRIPTION:
REMARKS:
6" diameter light duty vinyl covered duct
material with helical wire wound frame
capped at one end, with 5/8" block on
opposite end mounted to a flange assembly
with a 5-i/4" opening. Total duct assembly
height IZ-I/Z". Polyurethane foam filler
compressed to 1 I-I/2" and retained by a
Z" plate across the 5-i/4" opening.
Excellent shock dissipation characteristics.
Peak impact was 9.5 G's. Very good re-
bound characteristics. TEST _I 3
6" diameter light duty vinyl covered duct
material with helical wire wound frame
capped at one end, with 5/8" block on
opposite end mounted to a flange assembly
with a 5-I[4" opening. Total duct assembly
height 10-1/Z". PoLyurethane foam filler
compressed to 9-1/Z" and retained by a
Z" plate across the 5-I/4" opening.
Good shock dissipation characteristic s,
however, impact was 12.9 G's with
marginal rebound characteristics.
TEST #114
6" diameter light duty vinyl covered duct
material with helical wire wound frame
capped at one end, with 5/8" block on
opposite end mounted to a flange assembly
with 5-1/4" opening. Total duct assembly
height 10-1/Z". Polyurethane foam filler
compressed to 9-i/2" and retained by a
Z" plate across the 5-I/4" opening.
Good shock dissipation characteristic s,
however, impact was 1Z.9 G's with
marginal rebound characteristics.
TEST #] 1 5
6" diameter light duty vinyl covered duct
material with helical wire wound frame
capped at one end, with 5/8" block on
opposite end mounted to a flange assembly
with 5-1/4" opening. Total duct assembly
height 10-1/Z". Polyurethane foam filler
compressed to 8-1/Z" and retained by a
Z" plate across the 5-I/4" opening.
Shock dissipation characteristics marginal.
Impact considerably in excess of 10 G's.
Rebound characteristics very undesirable.
TEST #I 1 6
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MConfiguration
Same as
Above
Configuration
Same as
Above
DESCRIPTION:
REMARKS:
DESCRIPTION:
R EMARKS:
DESCRIPTION:
REMARKS:
DESCRIPTION:
REMARKS:
6" diameter light duty vinyl covered duct
material with helical wire wound frame
capped at one end, with 5/8" block on
opposite end mounted to a flange assembly
with 5-I/4" opening. Total duct assembly
height 10-1/Z". Polyurethane foam filler
I0-I/Z" and retained by a Z" plate across
the 5-1/4" opening.
Shock dissipation characteristics marginal.
Impact considerably in excess of l0 G's.
Rebound characteristics very undesirable.
-TEST #117
6" diameter light duty vinyl covered duct
material with helical wire wound frame
capped at one end, with 5/8" block on
opposite end mounted to a flange assembly
with 5-I/4" opening. Total duct assembly
height 10-1/Z". Polyurethane foam filler
10-1/2" and retained by a Z" plate across
the 5-I/4" opening.
Shock dissipation characteristics marginal.
Impact considerably in excess of 10 G's.
Rebound characteristics very undesirable.
TEST _ll8
6" diameter light duty vinyl covered duct
material with helical wire wound frame
capped at one end, with 5/8" block on
opposite end mounted to a flange assembly
with 5-1/4" opening. Total duct assembly
height 10-1/g". Polyurethane foam filler
10-1/Z" and retained by a Z" plate across
the 5-1/4" opening.
Shock dissipation characteristics marginal.
Impact considerably in excess of l0 G's.
Rebound characteristics very undesirable.
TEST #i19
i
6" diameter light duty vinyl covered duct
material with helical wire wound frame
capped at one end, with 5/8" block on
opposite end mounted to a flange assembly
with 5-I/4" opening. Total duct assembly
height I0-I/2". Polyurethane foam filler
10-1/g" and retained by a g" plate across
the 5-i/4" opening.
Shock dissipation characteristics marginal.
Impact considerably in excess of I0 G's.
Rebound characteristics very undesirable.
TEST #1Z0
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Configuration
Same as
Above
Cor_figuration
Same as
Above
Configuration
Same as
Above
DESCRIPTION:
REMARKS:
DESCRIPTION:
REMARKS:
D ESCRIPTION:
REMARKS:
DESCRIPTION:
REMARKS:
6" diameter light duty vinyl covered duct
material with helical wire wound frame
capped at one end, with 5/8" block on
opposite end mounted to a flange assembly
with 5-1/4" opening. Total duct assembly
height 10-3/4". Polyurethane foam filler
compressed to 9-1/Z" and retained by a
2" plate across the 5-1/4" opening.
Marginal shock dissipation characteristics.
Impact considerably in excess of 10 G's.
Undesirable or unrepeatable rebound
characteristic s.
TEST #121
6" diameter light duty vinyl covered duct
material with helical wire wound frame
capped at one end, with 5/8" block on
opposite end mounted to a flange assembly
with 5-1/4" opening. Total duct assembly
height 10-3/4". Polyurethane foam filler
compressed to 9-1/2" and retained by a
2" plate across the 5-1/4" opening.
Marginal shock dissipation characteristics.
Impact considerably in excess of 10 G's.
Undesirable or unrepeatable rebound
characteristic s. TEST _122
6" diameter light duty vinyl covered duct
material with helical wire wound frame
capped at one end, with 5/8" block on
opposite end mounted to a flange assembly
with 5-1/4" opening. Total duct assembly
height 11-1/2". Polyurethane foam filler
11-1/2" and retained by a 2" plate across
the 5-1/4" opening.
Marginal shock dissipation characteristics.
Impact considerably in excess of 10 G's.
Undesirable or unrepeatable rebound
characteristic s.
TEST _123
6" diameter light duty vinyl covered duct
material with helical wire wound frame
capped at one end, with 5/8" block on
opposite end mounted to a flange assembly
with 5-1/4" opening. Total duct assembly
height 11-1/Z". Polyurethane foam filler
11-1/2" and retained by a 2" plate across
the 5-1/4" opening.
Marginal shock dissipation characteristics.
Impact considerably in excess of 10 G's.
Undesirable or unrepeatable rebound
characteristic s.
TEST #124
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Configuration
Same as
Above
Configuration
Same as
Above
Configuration
Same as
Above
DESCRIPTION:
R EMARKS:
DESCRIPTION:
REMARKS:
DESCRIPTION:
REMARKS:
DESCRIPTION:
REMARKS:
6" diameter light duty vinyl covered duct
material with helical wire wound frame
capped at one end, with 5/8" block on
opposite end mounted to a flange assembly
with 5-I/4" opening. Total duct assembly
height II-1/Z". Polyurethane foam filter
compressed to 9" and retained by a Z"
plate across the 5-i/4" Opening.
Good shock dissipation characteristics
except that impact was IZ. 3 G's.
Marginal rebound characteristic s.
TEST #1Z5
6" diameter light duty vinyl covered duct
material with helical wire wound frame
capped at one end, with 5/8" block on
opposite end mbunted to a flange assembly
with 5-1/4" opening. Total duct assembly
height 11-I/Z". Polyurethane foam fitter
compressed to 9" and retained by a Z"
plate across the 5-1/4" opening.
Good shock dissipation characteristics
except that impact was IZ. 3 G's.
Marginal rebound characteristics.
TEST _iZ6
6" diameter light duty vinyl covered duct
material with helical wire wound frame
capped at one end, with 5/8" block on
opposite end mounted to a flange assembly
with 5-I/4" opening. Total duct assembly
height II-I/Z". Polyurethane foam fitter
compressed to 9" and retained by a Z"
plate across the 5-1/4" opening.
Good shock dis sipation characteristic s.
Ii. 6 G's peak impact. Excellent re-
bound characteristic s:
TEST #1Z7
6" diameter light duty vinyl covered duct
material with helical wire wound frame
capped at one end, with 5/8" block on
opposite end mounted to a flange assembly
with 5-1/4"'opening. Total duct assembly
height ll-1/x". Polyurethane foam filler
compressed to 9" and retained by a Z"
plate across the 5-1/4" opening.
Good shock dissipation characteristics.
Impact peak 10.2 G's. Acceptable re-
bound characteristic s.
TEST #1Z8
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Configuration
Same as
Above
Configuration
Same as
Above
Configuration
Same as
Above
DESCRIPTION:
R ENLARKS:
DESCRIPTION:
REMARKS:
DESCRIPTION:
REMARKS:
I
DESCRIPTION:
REMARKS:
6" diameter light duty vinyl covered duct
material with helical wire wound frame
capped at one end, with 5/8" block on
opposite end mounted to a flange assembly
with 5-1/4" opening. Total duct assembly
height l l-1/Z". Polyurethane foam filler
compressed to 9" and retained by a 2"
plate across the 5-1[4" opening.
Poor shock dissipation characteristics
indicating column failure. Impact G's
10.9. Undesirable rebound character-
istics. TEST #129
6" diameter light duty vinyl covered duct
material with helical wire wound frame
capped at one end, with 5/8" block on
opposite end mounted to a flange assembly
with 5-1/4" opening. Total duct assembly
height 11-1/2". Polyurethane foam filler
ll-1/Z" and retained by a 2" plate across
the 5-1/4" opening.
Good shock dissipation characteristics.
Impact peak 10.2 G's. Good rebound
characteristic s.
TEST _1 30
6" diameter light duty vinyl covered duct
material with helical wire wound frame
capped at one end, with 5/8" block on
opposite end mounted to a flange assembly
with 5-1/4" opening. Total duct assembly
height 11-1/2". Polyurethane foam filler
11-1/2" and retained by a 2" plate across
the 5-1/4" opening.
Marginal shock dis sipation characteristic s.
Impact peak 10.9 G's. Unacceptable
rebound characteristics. TEST _,131
6" diameter light duty vinyl covered duct
material with helical wire wound frame
capped at one end, with 5/8" block on
opposite end mounted to a flange assembly
with 5-1/4"0opening. Total duct assembly
height ll-1/Z". Polyurethane foam filler
ll-1/Z" and retained by a Z" plate across
the 5-1/4" opening.
Marginal shock dissipation characteristic s.
Impact peak 11.6 G's. Unacceptable
rebound characteristic s.
TEST #132
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Configuration
Same as
Above
Configuration
Same as
Above
Configuration
Same as
Above
DESCRIPTION:
REMARKS:
DESCRIPTION:
REMARKS:
DESCRIPTION:
REMARKS:
I
DESCRIPTION: -
REMARKS:
6" diameter light duty vinyl covered duct
material with helical wire wound frame
capped at one end, with 5/8" block on
opposite end mounted to a flange assembly
with 5-1/4" opening. Total duct assembly
height 11-1/Z". Polyurethane foam filler
1 1-1/Z" and retained by a Z" plate across
the 5-1/4" opening.
Marginal shock dissipation characteristics.
Impact peak 11.6 G's. Unacceptable
rebound characteristic s.
, TEST _I 33
6" diameter light duty vinyl covered duct
material with helical wire wound frame
capped at one end, with 5/8" block on
opposite end mounted to a flange assembly
with 5-1/4" opening. Total duct assembly
height 1 I-I/2". Polyurethane foam filler
II-I/Z" and retained by a Z" plate across
the 5-I/4" opening.
Marginal shock dissipation characteristics.
Impact peak 10.9 GWs. Good rebound
characteristics.
TEST #134
! I I
6" diameter light duty vinyl covered duct
material with helical wire wound frame
capped at one end, with 5/8" bl0ck on
opposite end mounted to a flange assembly
with 5-1/4" opening. Total duct assembly
height ll-1/ZW'. Polyurethane foam filler
ll-1/Z" and retained by a Z" plate across
the 5-1/4" opening.
Marginal shock dissipation characteristic s.
Impact peak 11.6 GWs. Unacceptable
rebound characteristic s.
TEST _135
6" diameter light duty vinyl covered duct
material with helical wire wound frame
capped at one end, with 5/8" block on
opposite end mounted to a flange assembly
with 5-1/4" opening. Total duct assembly
height II-I/Z". Polyurethane foam filler
II-I/Z" and retained by a Z" plate across
the 5-1/4" opening.
Marginal shock dissipation characteristics.
Impact peak 11.6 G's. Unacceptable
rebound characteristic s.
TEST #I 36
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Configuration
Same as
Above
Configuration
Same as
Above
Configuration
Same as
Above
DESCRIPTION:
REMARKS:
DESCRIPTION:
REMARKS:
DESCRIPTION:
REMARKS:
DESCRIPTION:
REMARKS:
6" diameter light duty vinyl covered duct
material with helical wire wound frame
capped at one end, with 5/8" block on
opposite end mounted to a flange assembly
with 5-1/4" opening. Total duct assembly
II-I/Z". 14" polyurethane foam filler
compressed to II-I/2" and retained by a
2" plate across the 5-I/4" opening.
Good shock dissipation characteristics,
however, impact was IZ.3 G's. Un-
acceptable rebound characteristics.
TEST _I 37
6" diameter light duty vinyl covered duct
material with helical wire wound frame
capped at one end, with 5/8" block on
opposite end mounted to a flange assembly
with 5-1/4" opening. Total duct assembly
ll-1/Z". 14" polyurethane foam filler
compressed to 11-1/Z" and retained by a
Z" plate across the 5-1/4" opening.
Good shock dissipation characteristics.
10.9 G's peak. Indications of unstable
rebound characteristic s.
TEST #I 38
6" diameter light duty vinyl covered duct
material with helical wire wound frame
capped at one end, with 5/8" block on
opposite end mounted to a flange assembly
with 5-1/4" opening. Total duct assembly
II-I/Z". 14" polyurethane foam filler
compressed to II-I/Z" and retained by a
Z" plate across the 5-I/4" opening.
Good shock dissipation characteristic s.
10.9 G's peak. Indications ofunstabIe
rebound characteristic s.
TEST #139
6" diameter light duty vinyl covered duct
material with helical wire wound frame
capped at one end, with 5/8" block on
opposite end mounted to a flange assembly
with 5-1/4" opening. Total duct assembly
11-1/2". 14" polyurethane foam filler
compressed to 11-1/2" and retained by a
2" plate across the 5-1/4" opening.
Good shock dissipation characteristics.
10.9 G's peak. Indications of unstable
rebound characteristic s.
TEST #140
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Configuration
Same as
Above
Configuration
Same as
Above
Configuration
Same as
Above
DESCRIPTION:
REMARKS:
DESCRIPTION:
REMARKS:
DESCRIPTION:
REMARKS:
DESCRIPTION:
REMARKS:
6" diameter light duty vinyl covered duct
material with helical wire wound frame
capped at one end, with 3/8" block on
opposite end mounted to a flange assembly
with 5-1/4" opening. Total duct assembly
ll-1/Z". 14" polyurethane foam filler
compressed to 11-1/2" and retained by a
Z" plate across the 3-1/4" opening.
Good shock dissipation characteristics.
10.9 G's peak. Indications of unstable
rebound characteristic s.
TEST #141
6" diameter light duty vinyl covered duct
material with helical wire wound frame
capped at one end, with 5/8" block on
opposite end mounted to a flange assembly
with 5-1/4" opening. Total duct assembly
ll-I/Z". 17-1/Z" polyurethane foam filler
compressed to 11-1/2" and retained by a
Z" plate across the 3-1/4" opening.
Impact considerably in excess of 10 G's.
Marginal rebound characteristic s.
TEST #I 4Z
I
6" diameter light duty vinyl covered duct
material with helical wire wound frame
capped at one end, with 5/8" block on
opposite end mounted to a flange assembly
with 5-1/4" opening. Total duct assembly
ll-1/Z". 17-1/Z" polyurethane foam filler
compressed to l l-1/Z" and retained by a
Z" plate across the 5-1/4" opening.
Impact considerably in excess of 10 G's.
Marginal rebound characteristics.
TEST #143
I
6" diameter light duty vinyl covered duct
material with helical wire wound frame
capped at one end, with 5/8" block on
opposite end mounted to a flange assembly
with 5-I/4" opening. Total duct assembly
l l-I/g". 15-3/4" polyurethane foam filler
compressed to II-I/Z" and retained by a
Z" plate across the 5-1/4" opening.
Good shock dissipation characteristics.
Slightly unstable recovery curve. Good
rebound characteristics. 10.9 G's peak.
TEST #144
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Configuration
Same as
Above
Configuration
Same as
Above
I II
Configuration
Same as
Above
DESCRIPTION:
R EMA RKS:
II
DESCRIPTION:
R EMAR KS:
II I I II
DESCRIPTION:
REMARKS:
I
DESCRIPTION:
REMARKS:
6" diameter light duty vinyl covered duct
material with helical wire wound frame
capped at one end, with 5/8" block on
opposite end mounted to a flange assembly
with 5-1/4" opening. Total duct assembly
11-1[2". 15-3[4" poiyurethane foam filler
compressed to ll-I/Z" and retained by a
2" plate across the 5-I/4" opening.
Good shock dissipation characteristics.
Stable recovery. Acceptable rebound
characteristics. 10.9 G's peak.
TEST #145
I
6" diameter light duty vinyl covered duct
material with helical wire wound frame
capped at one end, with 5/8" block on
opposite end mounted to a flange assembly
with 5-1/4" opening. Total duct assembly
11-1/_". 15-3]4" polyurethane foam filler
compressed to 11-1[Z" and retained by a
Z" plate across the 5-1[4" opening.
Good shock dissipation characteristics.
Stable recovery. Acceptable rebound
characteristics. 10.9 G's peak.
TEST #146
l| I
6" diameter light duty vinyl covered duct
material with helical wire wound frame
capped at one end, with 5/8" block on
opposite end mounted to a flange assembly
with 5-1/4" opening. Total duct assembly
II-I/Z". 15-3/4" polyurethane foam filler
compressed to II-1]Z" and retained by a
Z" plate across the 5-1/4" opening.
Good shock dissipation characteristics.
Stable recovery. Acceptable rebound
characteristics. 10. Z G's peak.
, T .ST #147
6" diameter light duty vinyl covered duct
material with helical wire wound frame
capped at one end, with 5[8" block on
opposite end mounted to a flange assembly
with 5-1]4" opening. Total duct assembly
11-1[2". 15-3[4" polyurethane foam filler
compressed to ll-l/g" and retained by a
Z" plate across the 5-1]4" opening.
Good shock dissipation characteristics.
Stable recovery. Acceptable rebound
characteristics. 10. Z G's peak.
TEST #14{
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Configuration
Same as
Above
DESCRIPTION:
REMARKS:
DESCRIPTION:
REMARKS:
6" diameter light duty vinyl covered duct
material with helical wire wound frame
capped at one end, with 5/8" block on
opposite end mounted to a flange assembly
with 5-1/4" opening. Total duct assembly
ll-1/Z". 15-3/4" polyurethane foam filler
compressed to ll-1/2" and retained by a
2" plate across the 5-1/4" opening.
Good shock dissipation characteristics.
Stable recovery. Acceptable rebound
characteristics. 10.9 G's peak.
TEST #149
[[[I
6" diameter light duty vinyl covered duct
material with helical wire wound frame
capped at one end, with 5/8" block on
opposite end mounted to a flange assembly
with 5-1/4" opening. Total duct assembly
ll-1/Z". 15-3/4" polyurethane foam filler
compressed to ll-1/g" and retained by a
g" plate across the 5-1/4" opening.
Good shock dissipation characteristics.
Stable recovery. Acceptable rebound
characteristics. 10.9 G's peak.
TEST  ts0
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SELECTION - PARACHUTE G ONFIGURATION.
In subject contract, Article I - Scope of Work, Paragraph B. 1,
specifies "that maximum shock to the capsule shall not exceed 10 gts
for 50 milliseconds". Based on a "descending weight" of 20 pounds
(capsule weight) as sensed by the parachute to be employed, it can
be determined that the descent rate be limited to 16 feet per second.
Certain other characteristics for the parachute were desired, such
as the following:
ao High drag coefficient.
b. Good damping characteristics.
Co Good stability (oscillating).
de Low opening shock factor.
e. High opening reliability.
f. Low opening time.
g. Easily packed.
h. Reusable.
All of the above characteristics to the desirable degree were found
to be available in the ribless guide surface type parachute. In the
consideration of the above factors and the 16 fps required descent
rate (which determines diameter), the parachute shown in Figures
8 and 9, and the specifications shown in Figure 10 depict the assembly
used as the decelerator for both She Dummy" and Modified Capsules.
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PARACHUTE ASSEMBLY
(SCD-10306)
SPECIFICATIONS
TYPE ................. Ribless Guide Surface
DIAMETER .............. IZ0 Inches
GORES ................ Quantity 8
GORE MATERIAL .......... Nylon
GORE COLORS ............ Alternate Red/White
MAIN RISERS ............. lZ0 Inches Long
ATTACHMENT RISERS ....... 1Z Inches Long w/
Hardware Loops
PACKING ............... Deployment Bag Type
WEIGHT - CANOPY AND RIDERS . . Z.4 pounds
WEIGHT - DEPLOYMENT BAG . . • 0.25 pounds
VOLUME - CANOPY AND RISERS.. 160 Cubic Inches
VOLUME - DEPLOYMENT BAG... 24 Cubic Inches
PACKING DENSITY .......... Nominal Hand Packed
FIGURE 10
PARACHUTE ASSEM.B LY SPECIFICATIONS
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DESIGN - DUMMY RECORDER CAPSULE.
The Dummy Recorder Capsule was designed and fabricated to possess
certain mandatory characteristics of the actual Recorder Capsule
such as physical configuration, dimensional envelope, weight, center
of gravity, final nose cone configuration, control-arm circuit, and
phrotechnic devices {thrusters, relays, batteries). Certain com-
ponents such as the pyrotechnic devices were identical to those
utilized on the Recorder Capsule. In the area of modification, the
final nose cone configuration, parachute assembly, and deployment
cover were identical to that to be utilized on the Modified Recorder
Capsule.
As can be seen, the Dummy Recorder Capsule contained an "on
board" power supply for initiation of certain pyrotechnic devices
to simulate "kick-off" from a vehicle and to provide power for the
continuously recording Impact Recorder.
Figures II-I, ll-Z, ii-3, and 11-4 depict SPACE Corp. Drawing
2-101-i00 and the component list and shows the final tested configu-
ration of the Dummy Recorder Capsule.
Figure 1Z is a schematic of the safe/arm, and ejection circuit for
the Dummy Capsule, identical with the actual Recorder Capsule
except for system redundancy. All pyrotechnic devices are identical.
Battery package shown was carried as "on board" power supply for
the pyrotechnic devices and as a source of power for the Impact
Recorder chart drive motor.
Figure 13 is a dimensional drawing of the 15 second pyrotechnic
time delay relay as utilized.
Figure 14 is a photograph of the Dummy Recorder Capsule with the
outside cover removed showing the internal component arrangement.
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DESIGN - MODIFIED RECORDER CAPSULE.
The GFE Recorder Capsule modification was designed to the extent
that modifications were limited to a new nose cone configuration,
modified forward cover to receive the nose cone, a fifteen second
time delay relay circuit board assembly to replace the existing
five second relays, and a parachute and deployment system to re-
place the existing streamer design.
All pyrotechnic devices remained unchanged except for the time
delay relay, which was changed from a five second delay to a
fifteen second delay. All other characteristics for this device
remained unchanged.
Figures 16-1, 16-Z, and 16-3 depict SPACE Corp. Drawing ZI01-Z00
and the component list and show the final tested configuration of the
Modified Recorder Capsule.
Figure 15 shows the printed circuit board assembly with the fifteen
second time delay switches as utilized on the Modified Recorder
Capsule.
Figure 17 is a photograph of the completed Modified Assembly, less
tail fins.
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DROP TESTS - GENERAL.
All drop tests for both the Dummy Recorder and Modified Recorder
Capsule were staged and performed at an unused emergency air
field at Caddo Mills, Texas. See Figure 18. This site was the
closest suitable location to SPACE Corp. wherein the dropping or
jettisoning of objects from an aircraft is permitted by the FAA
upon prior notice by SPACE Corp.
Figure 18 is a reproduction of an U. S. Air Force Navigation
Chart showing the Caddo Mills air strip location with respect to
Garland, Texas.
The aircraft utilized for all the test drops was a Hiller HZ3B Heli-
copter. To this aircraft was adapted a drop tube to receive either
the Dummy Recorder Capsule or the Modified Recorder Capsule.
Access openings were incorporated in the drop tube for arming
either of the capsules and a pin release arrangement at the upper
end operating through a fin of either capsule provided a safe
instantaneous release system.
Figure 19 is a photograph of the Hiller HZ3B Helicopter at the
Caddo Mills air strip. Mounted to the helicopter is the drop tube
previously described. The two Recorder Capsules are also shown;
Dummy Capsule to the left and Modified Capsule to the right.
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DROP ALTITUDE.
In accordance with Modification No. I to the subject contract, it was
required that "The test drops shall be initiated at such a calculated
altitude as necessary to simulate a capsule ejection from a booster
at an altitude of Z, 000 feet".
It was originally assumed that if:
a. Booster acceleration is 17.5 feet/sec. 2 vertically
be Capsule ejection altitude would be 2,000 feet
Co The aerodynamic drag of the Recorder Capsule
at ejection is neglected
do The ejection velocity from the booster horizontally
is 30 - 35 feet/sec.
Then the booster velocity at Z, 000 feet would be Z64 feet/s,c, and
the Recorder Capsule maximum attained trajectory altitude will be
3,081 feet. Activation of the 15 second time delay relay deploys
the parachute at an approximate altitude of Z, 300 feet. Allowing
additional altitude (time) for completion of deployment, the Recorder
Capsule is descending from an altitude of approximately 1800 feet.
On the basis of the above, it was necessary to determine what altitude
for drop or release of the Recorder Capsule would approximate the
ejection and acceleration trajectory for parachute deployment at
approximately 2,300 feet. It was calculated (based on an assumed
drag coefficient) that this drop altitude would be 5,435 feet.
Subsequent sections show that the original calculated altitude was
based on a low value drag coefficient compared to the actual. Re-
evaluation of these factors resulted in revision of the drop altitude
to 4, 200 feet. See Drop Tests - Dummy Recorder Capsule and
Drop Tests - Modified Recorder Capsule.
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DROP TESTS - DUMMY RECORDER CAPSULE.
Prior to formal drop tests the Dummy Recorder Capsule was test
dropped at SPACE Corp. from a test height of 48 inches to verify
the capability of the test configuration overall system. Strip Chart
Tests #1A through #6A (Pages 116- 119 ) depict the impact results.
At no test did the impact exceed 10 g's; average as shown is 9.5 g's.
Following this verification, the Dummy Recorder Capsule was out-
fitted with a fresh battery power supply, and made "safe" by removal
of the "arm" cap.
The Dummy Recorder Test was staged at the Caddo Mills air strip
on November 30, 1965.
The test drop for the Dummy Recorder Capsule was performed in
accordance with SPACE Corp. Document 2101-T1 Test Drop Pro-
cedure and Results for Dummy Recorder Capsule P/N gl01-100;
however, the test was unsuccessful. The Dummy Recorder Capsule
impacted the ground at terminal velocity due to failure of the parachute
system to deploy.
Post test evaluatiQn of the unsuccessful test drop revealed that the
time delay relay had been incorrectly wired due to misinterpreted
circuit characteristics information on the body of the relay. In
spite of this malfunction it was established that the thermal battery
ignited and that the time delay relay "match" also ignited; however,
at the conclusion of its "burn", the incorrect wiring at the switch
end of the reIay body did not cause the firing circuit to the parachute
cover thruster to ignite the power cartridge for ejection of the cover.
Consequently the Capsule struck the ground at terminaI velocity de-
termined to be an average of 68.Z miles per hour (100 feet/sec.)
calculated from altitude and drop time data obtained during this test.
See Appendix D - Data Sheet No. 1 and No. g from Test Procedure
Document 2101-T1. This is stated as average due to the various
observed attitudes of the Capsule during descent, causing a varying
drag coefficient.
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Configuration
Same as
Above
Configuration
Same as
Above
C o nfigu ratio n
Same as
Above
DESCRIPTION:
REMARKS:
DESCRIPTION:
REMARKS:
DESCRIPTION:
REMARKS:
DESCRIPTION:
REMARKS:
6" diameter light duty vinyl covered duct
material with helical wire wound frame
capped at one end, and with a dished
aluminum head of approximately 0Z0
material. Opposite end closed, flange
mounted with peripheral hole openings.
Overall assembly height 13-1/8". Assembly
filled with 16" of polyurethane foam filIer
compressed to 13". Peripheral opening
3/4" diameter, 16 places.
Good shock dissipation characteristics.
Good repeatablility for peak G's. 9.3
G's maximum impact. TEST #1A
6" diameter Light duty vinyl covered duct
material with helical wire wound frame
capped at one end, and with a dished
aluminum head of approximately 0Z0
material. Opposite end closed, flange
mounted with peripheral hole openings.
Overall assembly height 13-1[8". Assembly
filled with 16" of polyurethane foam filler
compressed to 13". Peripheral opening
3/4'kliameter, 16 places.
Good shock dissipation characteristics.
Good repeatability for peak G's. 9.3
G's maximum impact. T #ZA
6" diameter light duty vinyl covered duct
material with helical wire wound frame
capped at one end, and with a dished
aluminum head of approximately 0Z0
material. Opposite end closed, flange
mounted with peripheral hole openings.
Overall assembly height 13-1/8". Assembly
filled with 16" of polyurethane foam filler
compressed to 13". Peripheral opening
3/4" diameter, 16 places.
Good shock dissi _ation characteristics.
_eak G's. 9.
,#3A
6" diameter light duty vinyl covered duct
materiaI with helical wire wound frame
capped at one end, and with a dished
aLuminum head of approximately 0Z0
materiaL. Opposite end closed, flange
mounted with peripheral hole openings.
Overall assembly height 13-1/8". Assembly
filled with 16" of polyurethane foam fiLLer
compressed to 13". PeripheraL opening
3/4" diameter, 16 places.
Good shock dissipation characteristics.
Good repeatability for peak G's. 9.5
G's maximum impact.
TEST #4A
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Configuration
Same as
Above
DESCRIPTION:
REMARKS:
DESCRIPTION:
REMARKS:
6" diameter light duty vinyl covered duct
material with helical wire wound frame
capped at one end, and with a dished
aluminum head of approximately 0Z0
material. Opposite end closed, flange
mounted with peripheral hole openings.
Overall assembly height 13-1/8". Assembly
filled with 16" of polyurethane foam fitter
compressed to 13". Peripheral opening
3/4" diameter, 16 places.
Good shock dissipation characteristics.
Good repeatability for peak G's. 9.5
G's maximum impact.
TEST #5A
6" diameter light duty vinyl covered duct
material with helical wire wound frame
capped at one end, and with a dished
aluminum head of approximately 0Z0
material. Opposite end closed, flange
mounted with peripheral hole openings.
Overall assembly height 13-1/8". Assembly
filled with 16" of polyurethane foam filler
compressed to 13". Peripheral opening
3/4" diameter, 16 places.
Good shock dissipation characteristic s.
Good repeatability for peak G's.
G's maximum impact.
T EST #6A
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This terminal descent rate was later found to be slower than that
previously calculated, thereby suggesting re-evaluation of drop
altitude with the possibility of lowering the drop altitude from the
presently stipulated 5400 feet.
Although the Capsule struck the ground at terminal velocity, it
was found that the impact did not cause complete loss of the Capsule.
This can be seen in Figure Z0.
The Capsule, therefore, was sufficiently intact that an investigation
could be made as to the cause of the unsuccessful test. This post
test investigation revealed the time delay relay wiring error pre-
viously discussed.
Evaluation of the damage to the Dummy Capsule resulted in the
decision to immediately refurbish the Dummy Capsule with new
components where required, and reschedule the drop test for
December Z, 1965.
Hereafter this unsuccessful drop test is referred to as Dummy
Capsule Drop Test #1.
At this time, it was also decided that the Modified Recorder Capsule,
Serial Number 004, be completed and tested for its drop test on the
same date {December Z, 1965), as the Dummy Capsule providing the
Dummy Capsule drop test is successful.
The drop tests rescheduled for December Z, 1965 were not performed
due to inclement weather consisting of intermittent rain, low ceiling,
low visibility. The drop tests were postponed to December 3, 1965.
On the afternoon of December 3, 1965, the tests were again staged
at the Caddo Mills air strip.
During the interval from November 30, 1965 to December 3, 1965,
it was determined that the drop or release altitude be lowered from
5400 feet to 4Z00 feet. This altitude change was based oh the average
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free fall velocity of the Dummy Capsule obtained during the unsuccessful
November 30 test drop. It was anticipated that this altitude change to
4200 feet, would cause the Dummy Capsule parachute system to deploy
at the desired altitude of approximately 1800 feet.
Test drop for the Dummy Recorder Capsule was performed in accord-
ance with SPACE Corp. Document Z101-T1 "Test Drop Procedure and
Results, for Dummy Recorder Capsule P/N 2101-10ff', except that
the drop or release altitude was 4200 feet.
See Appendix B for SPACE Corp. Document 2101-TI.
Various tumbling attitudes of the Dummy Capsule were observed prior
to parachute deployment verifying the observed attitudes of the Capsule
during Test #1 unsuccessful terminal descent.
Parachute deployment appeared to be instantaneous and without fouling.
Oscillations were nominal; appeared to be well within the characteristics
of the Guide Surface Parachute Assembly configuration.
Drift rate was commensurate with the wind profile existing at the drop
test location. See Figure Z1.
Figure gl also shows the impact location at the Caddo Mills air strip
for Dummy Capsule Drop Test #2 as location #6 relative to flour sack
marker position #2, both from a drop or release altitude of 4200 feet.
Figure ZZ shows the attitude of the Dummy Capsule and its parachute
canopy following impact.
The observed impact revealed that the drift rate was sufficient to pre-
vent perpendicular impact of the nose cone with the ground. Lateral
momentum caused the Capsule to fall sideways after impact and be
further toppled by the still billowing parachute immediately prior to
its collapse. Figure Z3 shows the observed sequence and Figure g4
shows the impact point, the imprint of the toppled Capsule and its
nose cone, and the final position of the Capsule with respect to the
impact point.
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I. Flour sack dropped from 2000 ft.
2. Hour sack dropped w/dummy capsule at 4200 R.
3. Flour sack dropped w/modified capsule from 4200 ft.
4. Parachute cover from dummy capsule.
5. Parachute cover from modified capsule.
6. Impact of dummy capsule.
7. Impact of modified capsule.
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MC = modified capsule
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WIND PROFILE
ALTITUDE- FT
ii
0
1000
2000
ii ii IN i
DIR_.C'I'IO_- DEG
• 330
330
15
15
15
3000
4O00
i
i __ I II I
VELOCITY - MPH
i ii |. , ,.
6.25
23.0
' 23.0
23.0
Dummy Capsule Drift Distance = Dd = 2853 ft.
Modified Capsule Drift Distance = Dm = X + 1420 = 4220 ft.
-Except for those shown as "approx. ", distances shown are
measured distances.
i
, Impact Locations for Test Drops
(Dummy m_d Modified Capsules)__
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FIGURE 24 
DUMMY RECORDER CAPSULE 
ASSEMBLY _- AND IMPACT POINT 
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Figure Z5 shows the recovered parachute cover for the Dummy and
Modified Capsules; the Dummy Capsule on the left and Modified
Capsule on the right. These covers shown are "as recovered".
It is assumed the distortion occurred upon impact with the ground.
It is not intended that these covers be recovered in the actual use
of the Capsules.
Evaluation of the strip chart data in the Dummy Capsule revealed
that the assembly had not been subjected to more than 10 G's impact.
See Figures 27, 28, Z9, 30, 31 and 3Z. These figures are extracted
sections from the total strip chart showing events pertinent to the
desired results for the Capsule Assembly, as shown on Figure Z6.
In Figure 3Z it can be seen that actual magnitude was 8. Z G's in one
direction of the "X" axis (vertical) and 8.0 G's in the opposite
direction. Such reversal of the impact direction was due to the
impact attitude of the capsule due to the considerable drift rate
caused by the prevailing surface wind profile at the time of the test.
From Figure 3Z it can also be seen that because of the drift rate of
the descending Capsule Assembly, toppling of the assembly and the
added action of the not as yet collapsed parachute caused the Capsule
to somersault and impact the ground from the end opposite to the
nose cone. This impact, as can be seen, exceeded 10 G's slightly
(10.9). However, examination of the Dummy Capsule revealed that
the unit was still operable with the Impact Recorder still in operation,
and the strip chart moving. Visual examination of the recovered
Dummy Capsule revealed only insignificant superficial damage such
as bent fins, etc.
It was considered that the Dummy Capsule successfully met the re-
quirements for a 10 G impact for 50 milliseconds, as a maximum
condition. Strip chart time base data evaluated later revealed a
momentary electrical condition affecting time base _ This is
discussed in Appendix G. Drift appeared to be excessive, subject
to verification by calculation correlated to the specified wind profile
in the Scope of Work.
12Z
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Following this Dummy Capsule test drop and evaluation of the recorded
and observed results, it was decided to immediately begin preparations
for the drop testing of the Modified Recorder Capsule within this same
date.
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FIGURE 25 
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DROP TESTS - MODIFIED RECORDER CAPSULE.
Since the successful performance of the test drop for the Dummy
Capsule was considered to be within the capability of the Modified
Recorder because of their identity with respect to dimensions,
weight, c.g. location, pyrotechnic devices, deployment system,
parachute, etc. the Modified Recorder was not fitted with an
impact recording device. Moreover, such a device was not con-
sidered desirable for fear of altering certain characteristics of
the Modified Recorder Capsule.
Test drop for the Modified Recorder Capsule was performed this
same date (December 3, 1965) in accordance with SPACE Corp.
Document Z101-TZ "Test Drop Procedure and Results for Modified
Recorder Capsule P/N Z101-Z00", except that the drop or release
altitude was 4Z00 feet.
See Appendix C for SPACE Corp. Document ZI01-TZ.
Figure 35 shows the schematic diagram for the control/arm circuit
as existing on the Modified Capsule and the external power supply
utilized through Plug #P16 for initiating the required functions, such
as time delay relays and thermal batteries. This external power
supply to the Modified Capsule via a wiring harness was carried on
board the helicopter.
It will be noted that the schematic diagram is identical to the un-
modified Recorder Capsule except that the previous five second
time delay switch was changed to fifteen seconds.
After loading of the Modified Capsule into the drop tube of the heli-
copter, the "safe" plug was removed and replaced with the "arm"
plug. The P15/P16 connectors and harness assembly were inserted
into the Capsule receptacle. The Z4 V DC battery power supply was
placed on the floor of the helicopter with the firing switch "OFF".
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At drop or release altitude, the Modified Capsule release was im-
mediately preceded with a five pound flour sack drop. The firing
switch was placed to the "ON" position, the PI5/P16 connector and
harness assembly were removed, and the Capsule release pin re-
moved, releasing the Capsule.
Parachute deployment was observed to be instantaneous, with very
littleoscillation of the assembly. Stability appeared to be better
than that observed on the Dummy Capsule Drop Test #Z.
Drift rate was in proportion to the wind profile existing at the drop
test location. See Figure Zl. Figure Zl also shows the impact
location at the Caddo Mills air strip for the Modified Recorder Drop
Test as location #7 relative to flour sack marked position #3, both
from a drop or release altitude of 4Z00 feet.
Observed tumbling attitudes of the Modified Capsule during free fall
did not appear to be as pronounced as for the Dummy Capsule.
Figures 33 and 34 show the attitude of the Modified Capsule and its
parachute canopy following impact.
Impact as observed and cerified by Reels A and B of the movie film
was essentially as theoreticalIy intended. In spite of the horizontal
drift rate of the assembly, impact attitude appeared to permit per-
formance of the nose cone as desired. After collapse of the nose
cone, the assembly was not dragged, but toppled by its own weight
within its own length with the parachute gently collapsing to one side
away from the Capsule. See Figure 33.
Damage to the Capsule was limited solely to a bent tail fin which was
easily corrected. Condition of the nose cone was such that it is to
be considered a reusable component.
By virtue of the observed impact and the data derived from the pre-
ceding Dummy Capsule Test Drop #Z, it is considered that the
Modified Recorder Test was successful in meeting the reclairement
13G
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of the Statement of Work. In view of the wind profile existing for the
day of test and the deployment altitude variation from that desired,
certain interpolations are required to establish that the Modified
Recorder Capsule did meet the shock mitigation requirements of
10 G's for 50 milliseconds, maximum conditions.
It should be noted that no distance measurements were taken on
the day of the drop tests (December 3, 1965). However, on Monday,
December 6, 1965 a team of two engineering personnel returned to
the Caddo Mills drop site to physically measure the distances shown
on Figure Zl.
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The
impact-O-Graph
CORPORATION
August 13, 1965
CERTIFICATION STATEMENT
We hereby certify that the 15X,6Y,6Z stFlus bracket shipped
under your Purchase Order No. _8305 has been inspected for
compliance with the detail engineering design requirements and
will function in accordance with the calibration chart furnished
therewith to an accuracy of within ten per cent at full scale.
To : Space Corporation
Box 5175
Dallas,. Texas
THE IMPACT-O-GRAPH CORP.
R. F. Warner,
Vice President, Engineering
East 18th Street
Cleveland. Ohio 44114
AC 21 6--241-5838
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CALIBRATION TABLE FOR 15_ SENSITIVITY
"z"Tables Acce!gratio n ...... U. ...
(Read From CenSer Line)
Inches Spaces
IL8 1
11/+ 2
3L8 3
I/2 _.
518 5
61_ 6
2.7
5.5
8.2
10.9.
13.6
16.3
(Read Full Swing of Arc:
Inches Spaces
1/8 1 1.6
•1_.2. -. 2 3.2
3L8 3 _.8
1].2 # 6.
5/.8 5 8.0
6/8 6 9.6
I/8 _ 11.2
• . 12.8
1-1/.8.... 9 l_._
DYNAMIC TABLE
(Full Swing )
VELOCITY
Readin_ Spaces
i
2
3
5
6
7
8
Ft./Sec..
1.27
1.70
2.12
2.52
2' 93:
3.35
Mi./Hr.
.285
•580
.860
• .. 1.15
..1.72
2_ O0
2.28
Drop Height
Inches
.033
.135
.300
.5_0
.8_.0
1.18
1.60
2.10
9
• . ". [. ? .
v_ • I I 1
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SPACE CORP. DOCUMENT 2101-T1
"TEST DROP PROCEDURE AND RESULTS
FOR
DUMMY RECORDER CAPSULE P/N gl01-100"
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Io PURPOSE OF TEST
This Dummy Recorder Capsule test is to be performed to
assure that modifications made to the Recorder Capsules
as specified in Contract NAS8-11819 are adequate to pre-
vent undue damage to the Capsule during descent and impact
after ejection from a parent missile. This test is for the
Dummy Recorder Capsule dropped from an altitude to
simulate only the time interval to be experienced by the
Modified Recorder Capsule, and impact resutts.
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II. DROP SITE
The test drop will be performed at the unused emergency
airfield at Caddo Mills, Texas.
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IH. NOTIFICATION TO FAA
Eight (8) hours advance notice must be given to the local
FAA office of the test drop.
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IV. TEST CONDITIONS - WEATHER
The test drop will not be made under adverse weather con-
ditions that impair safety, vision or the performance of
certain check functions. It is preferred that nearly ideal
weather conditions exist for the test drop. Rainy or misty
weather that impairs visibility, safety, and photographic
coverage are considered adverse conditions. Winds, steady
or gusty, in excess of 10 mph are also considered adverse
conditions; however, desirable wind conditions for drop up
to 10 mph will be evaluated by the test engineer.
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Vo TEST PROCEDURE CHANGES
It will be the test engineer's responsibility and privilege
to alter any part of the test procedure as required by
immediate unforeseen problems or circumstances insofar
as these deviations or changes do not detract from the
overall intent of the test. It will also be his privilege
and responsibility to stop or abort parts of the test or the
total test if conditions are such that personae[ and/or test
item safety are in question.
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VI. TEST EQUIPMENT
Helicopter
Binoculars
Stop Watch
Movie Camera
100 ft. Surveyor's tape and stakes
Machinist' s Scale
Thermometer
Velomezer
Arming Plug, P/N 2101-101-4
1 Pound Sack of Flour
Hand Tools
Large, Hard-Surface Clearing for drop site.
Radio for contact with helico)ter.
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VII. PERSONNEL REQUIRED
Helicopter Pilot
Helicopter Pas senger
Vehicle Driver and Radio Operator
Cameraman
Observer (Binoculars)
Observer (Stop Watch)
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VIII. TEST METHOD
Assemble the following equipment to be put aboard the
helicopter:
a.
b.
C.
Flour Sack (Marker)
Arming Plug (Red)
Test Item (Dummy Recorder Capsule)
All other equipment shall be assembled at drop site.
Prior to boarding the helicopter, insert the Arming Plug
into the Test Item to determine if there is any malfunction.
CAUTION:
DO NOT TURN SWITCH ON.'
Remove the Arming Plug and mount Test Item into drop tube
assembly on the helicopter. Place flour sack marker in
helicopter o
Insert the Arming Plug into the Test Item.
CAUTION:
DO NOT TURN SWITCH ON'
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Make certain the Test Item is clocked in the drop tube for
access to the ON-OFF Switch.
The helicopter will proceed to an altitude of approximately
5435 feet and hover at the up-wind edge of the drop site.
The cameraman will be approximately 800 feet down wind
from the expected drop area of the flour sack. When it is
determined that the ground crew is ready, the helicopter
shaLL remain as close as possibLe to the correct altitude
and preparation for the drop will be made. The flour sack
will be dropped and within approximately two (2) seconds,
the toggle switch of the Test Item will be actuated to "ON"
and the Test Item dropped. The actual instant of drop will
be conveyed to the ground and the stop watch will be started.
The drop altitude will be relayed and recorded. At the instant
of parachute deployment, the time will be recorded, as also
will be the moment of impact with the ground.
The cameraman will take pictures of the parachute descent
(to evaluate the oscillation characteristics), the impact, and
J55
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other photographs after impact as required to evaluate any
damage that may have occurred and to record the actual
impact surface.
After impact, a measurement to the nearest foot and in
approximately a straight line, will be made from the point
of impact of the flour sack to the point of the test item and
recorded.
The binoculars will be used to observe all phases of the drop
and information from this source will be entered in "comments"
on the Data Sheet.
All above data will be recorded on Data Sheets No. 1 and No. Z.
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IX. DATA AND TEST EVALUATION
9
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TEST PROCEDURE Z101-TI
DATA SHEET NO. 1
Surface Wind (MPH) ...............
Barometric Pressure (In. Hg.) .........
Temperature (OF) ................
Drop Height (Helicopter Altitude) ........
Time from Drop to Deptoyrnent (SeCo) ....
Time from Drop to Impact (sec.) ....
Distance from flour marker impact
Item impact (feet) .............
/
J
COMMENT S:
Test Engineer
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DATA SHEET NO. 1
(Page Z)
Data Evaluation: J_
Successful completion of the test requires that deployment be _
successful and that drift, under wind conditions in Appendix
"A" of the contract, shall not exceed 1000 feet. __/
If the measured distance of drift is in excess of 1000 feet, this
la
shall be corrected by use of the Cha_t of A_pendix "A" of the
contract, the time of deployed descent_an|--_-with the surface
wind as a constant for this
If this correction is
to this sheet and
the calculations shall be appended
Yes No
A0
WITNESSES:
Dq )loyment Successful
Drift Less Than 1000 Feet
Drift Calculations Included
lo
Nam e Organization Title
o
.
o
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DATA SHEET NO. Z
IMPACT LOADING:
Remove the strip chart from the impact
and record the following information:
lo Maximum Stylus deflection
Z.
recording instrume_p _
(Toy nearest l/Z line)
Z
Convert the Lines" to equivalent g's by use of
Impact-_ap_h-- Calibration Tables B and C as applicable.
Stylus Maximum "g' s"
X
Y
Z
, Determine horizontal distance that X Sytlus was equal to
or above 10 g's value in 3Znd of an inch.
Distance (equal to or above 10 g) 3Znd inch.
for X stylus
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DATA SHEET NO. Z
(Page Z)
• 4,
Convert distance to time by use of SPACE Cor_/
Chart SK Z101-4 _'.seconds
Time equal to or above 10 g'_
Test Engineer:
• Date._ _.___
Data Evaluation: __d_i _k
Successful scomplel portion of the test requires that
shock loadin 10 g's acceleration for 50 milliseconds•
T_C fu Yes Noess L
Test Engineer:
Name Organization Title
l •
Z•
•
o
e
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SPACE CORP. DOCUMENT Z101-TZ
"TEST DROP PROCEDURE AND RESULTS
FOR
MODIFIED RECORDER CAPSULE P/N Zl01-ZOO"
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I, PURPOSE OF TEST
This test is to be performed to assure that modifications made
to the Recorder CapsuLes as specified in Contract NAS8-I1819
are adequate to prevent undue damage to the CapsuLe during
descent and impact after ejection from a parent missile. This
test is for the Modified Recorder CapsuLe dropped from an
altitude to simulate only the time interval to be experienced
by the Modified Recorder CapsuLe and impact results, based
on data derived from previously performed Dummy Recorder
CapsuLe Test; Document 2101-TI.
J65
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IIs DROP SITE
The test drop will be performed at the unused emergency
airfield at Caddo MiLLs, Texas.
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llI.• NOTIFICATION TO FAA
Eight (8) hours advance notice must be given to the local
FAA office of the test drop.
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l'V. TEST CONDITIONS - WEATHEI_
The test drop will not be made under adverse weather conditions
that impair safety, vision or the performance of certain check
functions. It is preferred that nearly ideal weather conditions
exist for the test drop. Rainy or misty weather that impairs
visibility, safety, and photographic coverage are considered
adverse conditions. Winds, steady or gusty, in excess of 10
mph are also considered adverse conditions; however, desirable
wind conditions for drop up to 10 mph will be evaluated by the
test engineer.
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_0 TEST PROCEDURE CHANGES
It will be the test engineer's responsibility and privilege
to alter any part of the test procedure as required by
immediate unforeseen problems or circumstances insofar
as these deviations or changes do not detract from the
overall intent of the test. It will also be his privilege
and responsibility to stop or abort parts of the test or the
total test if couditiou_ are such that p_r_oanel and/or t_st
item safety are in question.
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VI. T EST EQUIPMENT
Helicopter
Binocular s
Stop Watch
Movie Camera
lO0 ft. Surveyor's Tape and Stakes
Machinist's Scale
Thermometer
Velometer
Arming Plug, P/N 596-9890
1 Pound Sack of Flour
Hand Tools
Large, Hard-Surface CLearing for Drop Site
Radio for Contact with Helicopter
I?O
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VII. PERSONNEL REQUIRED
Helicopter Pilot
Helicopter Passenger
Vehicle Driver and Radio Operator
Cameraman
Observer (Binoculars)
Observer (Stop Watch)
TEST DROP PROCEDURES AND RESULTS
FOR MODIFIED RECORDER CAPSULE
Vlll. TEST METHOD
Assemble the following equipment to be put aboard the
helicopter:
ao
b.
C.
Flour Sack (Marker)
Arming Plug (Red), 596-9890
Test Item (Dummy Recorder Capsule)
All other equipment shall be assembled at drop site.
Prior to boarding the helicopter, insert the Arming Plug,
P/N 596-9890, into the Test Item to determine if there is
any malfunction.
CAUTION:
DO NOT TURN POWER PACK SWITCH ON!
Remove the Arming Plug and mount Test Item into drop tube
assembly on the helicopter. Place flour sack marker in
helicopter.
Insert the Arming Plug into the Test Item.
CAUTION:
DO NOT TURN POWER PACK SWITCH ON!
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Make certain the Test Item is clocked in the drop tube for
access to the breakaway connector stirrup.
The helicopter will proceed to an altitude of approximately
5435 feet and hover at the up-wind edge of the drop site.
The cameraman will be approximately 800 feet downwind
from the expected drop area of the flour sack. When it is
determined that the ground crew is ready, the helicopter
shall remain as close as possible to the correct altitude
and preparation for the drop will be made. The flour sack
will be dropped and within approximately two (2) seconds,
the toggle switch at the Power Pack (on board helicopter) will
be actuated to "ON vv, the breakaway connector removed, and
the Test Item dropped. The actual instant of drop will be
conveyed to the ground and the stop watch will be started.
The drop altitude will be relayed and recorded. At the instant
of parachute deployment, the time will be recorded, as also
will be the moment of impact withthe ground.
The cameraman will take pictures of the parachute descent
(to evaluate the oscillation characteristics), the impact, and
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other photographs after impact as required to evaluate any
damage that may have occurred and to record the actual
impact surface.
After impact, a measurement to the nearest foot and in
approximately a straight line, will be made from the point
of impact of the flour sack to the point of the test item and
recorded.
The binoculars will be used to observe all phases of the drop
and information from this source will beentered in "comments"
on the Data Sheet.
All above data will be recorded on Data Sheets No. 1 and No. Z
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IX. DATA AND TEST EVALUATION
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TEST PROCEDURE Zl01-TZ
DATA SHEET NO. 1
DATE:
TIME:
Surface Wind (MPH) . . . ...........
Barometric Pressure (In. Hg.} ............
Temperature (OF) ............. _l± " • "
7-
Altitude)
Drop Height (Helicopter ___.'_. iTime from Drop to Deployment
_o _ro_O_o_t a__:--
Ij -_-
flour r_r impact to Test
Distance from _
Item impact (f . ..........
Test Engineer
JZ5
TEST PROCEDURE ZI01-TZ
DATA SHEET NO. 1
(Page Z)
Data Evaluation:
Successful completion of the test requires that deployment be
successful and that drift, under wind _nditions in Appendix
''A I' Of the contract, sha_l not exclaim00 feet.
oL_s of 1000 feet, thisIf the measured distance in excess
shall be F%_
corrected by t_e Chart of Appendix "A', of the
contract, the tim_ll_MSyed descent, and with the surface
l_r this time.
wind as a con.,
If this correction is required,
to _his_h_et and noted below:
the calculations shall be appended
Deployment Succ es sfu[
Yes No
Be Drift Less Than 1000 Feet
Ce
WITNESSES:
Drift Calculations Included
•
Nam e Organization Title
_e
e
e
o
•APPENDIX D
DATA SHEETS NO. 1 AND NO. Z
FROM
TEST PROCEDURE DOCUMENT Zl01-T1
(DUMMY CAPSULE TEST DROP #1)
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DUMMY CAPSULE TEST # 1
(APPENDIX D)
TEST PROCEDURE Zl01-TI
DATA SHEET NO. I
DAT E:
TIME:
November 30, 1965
A, M,
Surface Wind (MPH) ................
Barometric Pressure (In. Hg.) .........
Temperature (OF} .......... ......
Drop Height (Helicopter Altitude) ....... .
Time from Drop to Deployment (sec.) . . . . .
Time from Drop to Impact (sec.) ...... . .
Distauce from flour marker impact to Test
Item impact (feet} ................
NOTE: Wind @ 1000 Ft. = 20 knots from 105 °
Wind @ 3000 Ft. = 25 knots from IZ0 °
Z-I/2 to 8 MPH
30. 33
55. 5
5400
51.3
COMMENTS: Capsule impacted ground atterminal velocity where
parachute cover failed to be ejected° Te st discontinued.
Test Engineer
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DATA SHEET NO. 1
(Page Z)
Data Evaluation:
Successful comptetion of the test requires that deployment be
successful and that drift, under wind conditions in Appendix
"A" of the contract, shali not exceed 1000 feet.
If the measured distance of drift is in excess of 1000 feet, this
shall be corrected by use of the Chart of Appendix "A" of the
contract, the time of deployed d©_centp and with the _urface
wind as a constant for this time.
If this correction is required, the calculations shall be appended
to this sheet and noted below:
WITNESSES:
AI
B. •
C.
Deployment Succ e s s ful
Drift Less Than 1000 Feet
Drift Calculations Included
Yes No
No
NlA N/A
N/A N/A
Name Organization Title
1. C. IV[. Xeros SPACE Corp. Sr. Project Engineer
g. J. Turrentir_e SPACE Corp.
3. O.P. Albright SPACE Corp.
4. D. Worsham SPACE Corp.
5. L. Costiloe SPACE Corp.
6.
Pilot
Project Engineer
Project Engineer
Technical Repr e s entative
D. Dugdale SPACE Corp. Photographer
7. L. Horvath SPACE Corp. Manufacturer' s Rep.
8. B. Cline IBM/NASA
9. Leo Arseme=t NASA , 180
TEST PROCEDURE 2101-TI
DATA SHEET NO. 2
IMPACT LOADING:
Remove the strip chart from the impact recording instrument
and record the following information:
le Maximum Stylus deflection Chart Lines
(To the nearest I/Z line)
X N/A
y N/A
Z N/A
Z.
.
Convert the "chart Lines" to equivalent g's by use of
Impact-O-Graph Calibration Tables B and C as applicable.
Stylus
X
Y
Z
Maximum "_' s"
l
N/A
N/A
N/A
Determine horizontal distance that X Sytlus was equal to
or above I0 g's value in 32nd of an inch.
Distance (equal to or above I0 g)
for X stylus
3Znd inch.
N/A
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DATA SHEET NO. g
(Page Z)
o lvert distance to time by use of SPACE Corp.
SK 2101-4
equal to or above 10 g's
Milliseconds
N/_
Test E_r:
Date: i _
Data Evaluation: \_ _/
Successfu complet a of this po_tiog_f_he test requires that
shock [oadi_ i i _ I Yes , Nonot exceed i0 g's _lerat_n for 50 milliseconds.
Test ;1 ' !_ _n/a "_L N/A
WITB _
Name TitleOrga
1. N/A
Z.
3.
l,4.
5.
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DATA SHEETS NO. 1 AND NO. Z
FROM
TEST PROCEDURE DOCUMENT Zl01-T1
(DUMMY CAPSULE TEST DROP #Z)
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DUMMY CAPSULE TEST # 2
(APPENDIX E)
TEST PROCEDURE gl01-TI
DATA SHEET NO. 1
DATE:
TIME:
December 3, 1965
1:40 p.m. to 3:30 p.m.
Surface Wind (MPH) ............... 6-1/4 MPH
Barometric Pressure (In. Hg. ) .........
Temperature (°F) ................
30.21
54.0
4200Drop Height (Helicopter Altitude) ........
Time from Drop to Deployment (sec.) . .... 8.6 Seconds
Time from Drop to Impact (sec.) ....... . 2 Min. - 34 Seconds
Distance from flour marker impact to Test
Item impact (feet) . .
Note: Wind @ 1000 Ft.
Wind @ 2000 Ft.
Wind @ 3000 Ft.
Wind @ 4000 Ft.
• .o • • • • • • • • • •
= 20 knots from 330 °
: 20 knots from 015 °
= 20 knots from 015 °
= 20 knots from 015 °
2853 Feet
COMMENTS: Good deploymentt good impact, drift due to prevailing wind
profile in excess of spec. but not unacceptable considering deployment
appeared higher than Z000 feet planned. Recovered capsule in excellent condition.
Test Engineer
Post Comment: 5 lb. flour sack drop from 4200 feet had a total free fall
drop time of 29. 5 seconds•
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DATA SHEET NO. 1
(Page 2)
Data Evaluation:
Successful completion of the test requires that deployment be
successful and that drift, under wind conditions in Appendix
"A" of the contract, shall not exceed i000 feet.
If the measured distance of drift is in excess of 1000 feet, this
shall be corrected by use of the Chart of Appendix "A" of the
contract, the time of deployed descent, and with the surface
wind as a constant for this time•
WITNESSES:
If this correction is required, the calculations shall be appended
to this sheet and noted below:
Ao
B.
C.
Deployment Succ e s sful
Drift Less Than 1000 Feet
Drift Calculations Included
Yes
Yes
i •
Z.
3.
4.
Name
C.M. Xeros
J. Turr entine
O.P. Albright
D. Worsham
.Organization
SPACE Corp.
SPACE Corp.
SPACE Corp.
SPACE Corp.
Title
No
No. (see comments _,
No
St. Project Engineer
Pilot
Project Engineer
Project Engineer
.
6.
D. Dugdale SPACE Corp.
L. Horvath SPACE Corp.
B. Cline IBM/NASA
Leo Ar sement NASA
Photographer
Manufacturer Rep.
.
.
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IMPACT LOADING:
Remove the strip chart from the impact recording instrument
and record the following information:
1. Maximum Stylus deflection
X
Y
Z
Chart Lines
(To the nearest I/Z line)
3, 0
Z, 0
1,5
,
.
Convert the "chart Lines" to equivalent g's by use of
Impact-O-Graph Calibration Tables B and C as applicable.
Stylus Maximum "g' s"
X 8. Z
Y 5.5
Z 4.1
Determine horizontal distance that X Sytlus was equal to
or above 10 g's value in 3Znd of an inch.
Distance (equal to or above I0 .g)
for X stylus
3Znd inch.
N/A
Did Not Exceed
10 g' s
186.
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DATA SHEET NO. Z
(Page Z)
. Convert distance to time by use of SPACE Corp.
Chart SK Z101-4
Time equal to or above 10 g's
Test Engineer:
Date: 12-4-65
Milliseconds
N/A
Data Evaluation:
Successful completion of this portion of the test requires that
shock loading not exceed 10 g's acceleration for 50 milliseconds.
Test Successful
Yes
yes
Test Engineer:
No
C. M. Xer_s
WITNESSES:
_ame Organization Title
°
Z.
3.
4.
C. M. Xeros
J. Turrentine
O. P. Albright
SPACE Corp.
SPACE Corp.
SPACE Corp.
Sr. Project Engineer
Pilot
Project Engineer
D. Wor sham SPACE Corp. Pr.oject Engineer
.
6.
D. Dugdale SPACE Corp.
L. Horvath SPACE Corp.
Photographer
Manufacturer' s Rep.
.
B. Cline IBM/NASA
Leo Ar sement NASASo
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APPENDIX F_
DATA SHEET NO. 1
FROM
TEST PROCEDURE DOCUMENT Zl01-T2
(MODIFIED CAPSULE)
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MODIFIED CAPSULE TEST # 1
(APPENDIX F)
TEST PROCEDURE Zl01-TZ
DATA SHEET NO. 1
DA T E:
TIME:
December 3 a 1965
4:00 P,M, to 5;00 P,M,
Surface Wind (MPH) ..................
Barometric Pressure (In. Hg.) ............
Temperature (OF). ..................
Drop Height (Helicopter Altitude) ...........
Time from Drop to Deployment (sec.) ........
Time from Drop to Impact (sec.) ...........
Distance from flour marker impact to Test
Item impact (feet) .................
6 mph
30, 21
54
4200
Estimated at 8 Seconds
3 Minutes . 13 Seconds
4220 Feet
Wind velocities were considered to be same as for Dummy Capsule
Test # 2.
COMMENTS: , Good deployment, better impact than w_th dummy capsule_
Deployment appeared early and at high altitude other than 2000 feet planned.
Recovered capsule in excellent condition,
• Test Engineer
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DATA SHEET NO. 1
(Page 2)
Data Evaluation:
Successful completion of the test requires that deployment be
successful and that drift, under wind conditions in Appendix
"A" of the contract, shall not exceed I000 feet•
If the measured distance of drift is in excess of 1000 feet, this
shall be corrected by use of the Chart of Appendix "A" of the
contract, the time of deployed descent, and with the surface
wind as a constant for this time.
If this correction is required,
to this sheet and noted below:
A•
B.
C.
WITNESSES:
Name
the calculations shall be appended
Deployment Succ es sfu:
Drift Less Than i000 Feet
Drift Calculations Included
I •
2.
3.
4.
C. M. Xeros
J. Turr entine
O. P. Albright
Organization
SPACE Corp.
D. Wor sham
SPACECorp.
,
SPACE Corp.
SPACE Corp.
Yes No
yes
no (see comments_
no
Title
Sr. Project Engineer
Pilot
Project Engineer
Project Engineer
L. Costiloe SPACE Corp. Technical Representative
D. Dugdale SPACE Corp. Photographer
L. Horvath SPACE Corp. Manufacturer's Rep.
B. Cline IBM/NASA
.
L
.
9. Leo Ar s ement NASA _ 90
APPENDIX G
IMPACT RECORDER TESTS
FOR
STYLUS MOTOR VOLTAGE PROFILE
AS RESULT OF
3 OHM RESISTOR BURNOUT
CAUSED BY
BRIDGEWIRE SHORT AT SOUIB END ON TIME DELAY RELAY
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SPACE CORP. JOB 2101
NASA CONTRACT NAS 8-11819
PURPOSE OF TEST.
Detailed evaluation of the strip chart from the Impact Recorder on
the Dummy Capsule on Saturday, December 4, 1965 (drop test date
was December 3) revealed that the elapsed time derived from the
chart speed (3 inches per second) from "parachute deployment" to
"impact" did not reasonably agree with the "observed" stop watch
time. Elapsed time by actual strip chart speed was 72 seconds,
whereas observed elapsed time was 145 seconds. Since such a
discrepancy in this elapsed time apparently occurred, it was con-
sidered mandatory to determine the cause.
Initial investigation of the eIectrical circuitry in the Dummy CapsuLe
revealed a "burned" 3 OHM resistor on the component board assembly,
see Figure 36. Referring to Figure 8, this resistor is ahead of the
"match" or "squib" end of the pyrotechnic time delay relay in exactly
the same manner as in the actual unmodified capsule (see Figure 35).
Since this 3 OHM resistor is in the "on board" Z4 Ar DC battery pack-
age circuit, a shorting in this circuit obviously caused failure of the
resistor. It was determined that the bridgewires within the "match"
or "squib" end of the pyrotechnic time delay relay had not burned
apart when initiated by the 24 V DC battery power supply. This
shorting constituted a dead short in this circuit causing a high momen-
tary drain on the battery power supply which also drives the Impact
Recorder chart drive motor (6 V DC). Until the 3 OHM resistor
completely failed electrically (thereby removing the dead short), the
speed of this drive motor was affected. It was deemed necessary to
determine to what degree the drive motor (chart) speed was affected.
Without disturbing any part of the Dummy Capsule circuitry, a new 3
OHM resistor of identical manufacture (Ohmite #69V-3W) replaced
the original on the circuit board, utilizin K the same Z4 V DC battery
power supply used in the Dummy Capsule for Test Drop #Z of
December 3, 1965. Since it was verified that the pyrotechnic time
delay relay squib end was still shorted, actual drop conditions were
considered to be existing for this test. Results of these tests are
shown as Tests #I, #2 and #3. It can be concluded that with a fresh
battery power supply such as existed for the test, that except for a
very short interva[ of time, the time base shown at impact was un-
affected by the 3 OHM resistor failure.
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I966)
Following these tests at SPACE Corp. the pyrotechnic time delay
relay with the shorted squib end was returned to the vendor for
evaluation. Evaluation was also requested regarding "apparent"
short firing time; tess than 15 seconds plus or minus 20%. Atlas
Chemical Industries letter of December 16, 1965 with accompanying
test report and letter of February 9, 1966 are included in this
report as favorable evidence that the relays operated correctly
with the exception of the squib end shorting which was indicated
to SPACE Corp. to be possible as occurred but would be a rare
repetition. It should be noted that because of the sequence function
of the 3 OHM resistor in the actual Modified Capsule, any shorting
of the squib end of the time delay relay would have no affect on any
part of the circuitry so as to cause a malfunction. In the actual
Modified Capsule upon ejection from a vehicle, the circuit experiences
only a momentary "starter" electric signal to this circuit and not a
prolonged signal or voltage required by the Dummy Capsule impact
recorder drive motor. Other than its affect on the Dummy Capsule
drop test for this one case, the actual Modified Capsule is totally
unaffected.
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DUMMY RECORD&-GAPSULE ASSEMBLY COMPONENT BOARD 
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TEST #1
STYLUS MOTOR VOLTAGE PROFILE
AS RESULT OF
3 OHM RESISTOR BURNOUT
CAUSED BY
BRIDGEWIRE SHORT AT SQUIB END ON TIME DELAY RELAY
D A T E:
TEST ITEM:
PERFORMED BY:
RESISTOR P/N:
BATTERY VOLTAGE
BEFORE START:
December 14, 1965, PM
Dummy Capsule Circuit Board
C. M. Xeros - SPACE Corp.
E. Elkins - SPACE Corp.
O. P. Albright- SPACE Corp.
Ohmite No. RW 69V-3W (3 OHM)
6.0 Volts
ELAPSED TIME (SECS) VOLTAGE
Start
15
Z3 Burnout of 3 OHM
Resistor
3.Z
Z.8
z.8/4.8
30 5. Z
45 5.4
60 5.5
75 5.5
90 5.5
05 5.5
20 5.5
35 5.5
50 5.5
54 (Z Min., 34 Secs) 5.5
BATTERY VOLTAGE AFTER TEST: 5.9 Volts
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Immediately following the above test, the stylus motor chart was
run for 30 seconds as a time base check. At 5.9 volts the actual
chart speed as measured on the chart was 86 inches. Theoretical
speed is 90 inches for this 30 seconds•
8__6_6 = .9555 of rated chart speed
90
Then:
• 9555 x 3 inch/sec. = Z.866 in./sec.
Chart length check for Z minutes, 34 seconds was made following
above.
For 154 seconds length should be:
154x 3 in./sec. =46Z inches
Actual length is: 416 inches
Difference = 46 inches in 46Z inches or 10% average.
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TEST #Z
STYLUS MOTOR VOLTAGE PROFILE
AS RESULT OF
3 OHM RESISTOR BURNOUT
CAUSED BY
BRIDGEWIRE SHORT AT SQUIB END ON TIME DELAY RELAY
DATE:
TEST IT EM:
PERFORMED BY:
RESISTOR P/N:
BATTERY VOLTAGE
BEFORE START:
December 14, 1965, PM
NOTE: This Test #Z was performed within
l0 minutes of the conclusion of Test #1.
Dummy Capsule Circuit Board
C. M. Xeros- SPACE Corp.
E. Elkins - SPACE Corp.
O. P. Albright- SPACE Corp.
Ohmite No. RW 69V-3W (3 OHM)
6.0 Volts
ELAPSED TIME (SECS) VOLTAGE
Start 3.5
15 Z.9
30 Z. 75
45 Z.65
48 Burnout of 3 OHM Z. 60/4.6
Resistor
60 5.0
75 5.1
90 5. Z
05 5.Z
Z0 5. Z5
35 5. Z5
50 5.Z5
54 (Z Min., 34 Secs) 5. Z5
BATTERY VOLTAGE AFTER TEST: 5.7 Volts
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Immediately following above test, the stylus motor chart was run
for 15 seconds as a time base check. At 5.7 volts the actual
chart speed as measured on the chart was 42.5 inches. Theoretical
speed is 45 inches for this 15 seconds.
4Z.5 _ .9444 of rated chart speed
45.0
Then:
.9444x 3 inch/sec. = Z.833 in./sec.
No chart length check was made versus elapsed time.
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TEST #3
RESISTOR BURNOUT TIME ONLY
(NO CHART READINGS)
DA T E:
TEST ITEM:
PERFORMED BY:
RESISTOR P/N:
BATTERY VOLTAGE
BEFORE START:
BATTERY VOLTAGE
AT END:
ELAPSED TIME TO
BURNOUT:
BATTERY CURRENT
BEFORE START:
BATTERY CURRENT
AT END:
December 14, 1965, PM
NOTE: This Test #3 was performed within
I0 minutes of the conclusion of Test #Z.
Dummy Capsule Circuit Board
C. M. Xeros- SPACE Corp.
E. EIkins - SPACE Corp.
Ohmite N . RW 69V-3W (3 OHM)
5.85 Volts
5.40 Volts
1 Minute, 11 Seconds
3.4 amps
3.0 amps
This concluded the tests.
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ATLAS CHEMICAL INDUSTRIES, INC.
AEROSPACE COMPONENTS DIVISION VALLEY t:ORGE tNOUSTRIAL PARK
VALLEY FORGE, PA 19481
December 16, 1965
Space Corporation
P. O. Box 5175
Dallas, Texas 75222
Attention: Mr. C. M. Xeros
Gentlemen:
Please find enclosed a copy of the
test results in regard to your Purchase
Order No. S-48218.
If you require any additional in-
formaCion_ please feel free to contact
US.
Very truly yours,
ATLAS CHEMICAL INDUSTRIES, INC.
.t"" _'_ /7"_ . //--'; ,
j'. Cardie
Sa_s _Zepresentative
WJC/sjk
Enc. i
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.0
_rGI
oq
_'<1--
I I
I
IV'X
x, I
°,4
WOO
N _s c_
_--_z
tt I
&TL 32=,0
t_ t
t.
.- L,
"0 (:it.) OC
..Cir. 40C
,q ._"
0
cir. I^ to _ll
m IB
2A
2B
3A
i 4A
4B
Case to all
---1 l.eads to all
I//¢,,,es--m;_ c
No Fire 7"&rr/,o
-'6_ ° F
t.o_ "l.t l.Ob
;,'.. )'- v..l
x.z 2,0 2.-(
i
s !
O 300 _,
o.e- oi/..
zo 4s ,4 ,,,,,,,
Z
Func. Time _:.-" I&OS]lTJO?6 16.._)'7(=
+lgO*_
14 ¢_"
I.IZ._ I./_
#. ,,%.
_o g.:f_
0¢:.- _,ld..
• ; .°.
"". 1 ( .
• ' "C
m
s
pl,
Trans. Time
2 Ix x. x.
Cir. IA to all K K .... _,
i B K _ t,,
2^ X,. X K
3A
I
_, 3B ,,
4A
4B
Case
Case to leads
@
Lead to lead
@
&
K
I. All means other test points shorted together.
2. Closed contact resistance in mill_hms.
3- Open contact resistance and in_alation in megohms at 300 V or X ,,_han _ megohms.
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ATLAS CHEMICAL INDUSTRIES, INC.
AEROSPACE COMPONENTS DIVISION VALLEY F=ORGE INDUSTRIAL PARK
VALLEY I:0RGE, PA lg4O!
Space Corporation
P. O. Box 5175
Dallas, Texas 75222
Attention: Mr. Ken Gracy, Buyer
Y . •
February 9, 1966
..,, \ II,,w ,: -.
<:.
_o%>.- ..: 7-:
_x<._.eo,,]' ,-_.
.. a;C_d, .*_., g--7
\"iS-, _-_,e A_I
s ,.;,!_q._ v'li
Gentlemen:
Subject: Atlas Switch MS2.1-15.0-WRRF
Reference: Purchase Order No. 48856
Recently you returned one of the switches from your
referenced purchase order which had fired within 9 seconds
in lieu of 15 seconds.
The switch has been analyzed by our Design and Develop-
ment Group for the possible cause of malfunctioning as follows:
l. The switch was x-rayed; the X rays showed nothing
that would indicate it being other than acceptable.
.
The switch was then cut open--and when the burned
delay column was examined by cross sectioning, it
looked normal.
l In our opinion, the most likely way that the delay
time could have been shortened would have been for
pressure to build up in the expansion chamber
leaking around the press fit on the bottom of the
delay in the switch housing and by-passing the
cup containingthe explosive charge; however,
because of the press fit between cup and ferrule,
this is an unlikely assumption.
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o To determine if a scratch in the press fit area
could present a path, we filed a fairly deep
groove in the press fit area on two switches;
both functioned in 15 seconds indicating that
even a known leakage could not accelerate the
delay time.
It is our conclusion that since we were unable to duplicate
the accelerated delay time, this particular switch received
sufficient firing current 6 seconds prior to the recording of
the delay firing. Whether this current was caused by a stray
current or an extremely large amount of RF energy, we have no
way of knowing.
We hope that you agree with our conclusion in regard to
this matter.
Very truly yours,
ATLAS CHEMICAL INDUSTRIES, INC.
Aerospace Components Division
f_.. -J
Will_mfJ/ Carale
Sa_s R opresentative
wJClsjk
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APPENDIX H
16 MM MOVIE FILM I]_EELA)
OF
DUMMY CAPSULE DROP TESTS #1 AND #2.
AND
MODIFIED CAPSULE TEST
(SEQU ENC E)
2O3
FINAL REPORT NO. 8 (FEBRUARY 7, 1966)
SPACE CORP. JOB Zl01
NASA CONTRACT NAS 8-11819
This Reel A Movie is a chronological sequence of tests for the
Dummy Capsule Test #i (unsuccessful) and Test #Z (successful).
The film also includes the successful Modified Recorder Capsule
Drop Test. The film has been edited only to the extent that
irrelevant and_or useless frames have been omitted.
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APPENDIX J
16 MM MOVIE FILM (REEL B}
GENERAL - EDITED DROP TESTS
(NOT BY SEQUENCE)
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This Reel B is an edited version of the drop tests for the Dummy and
Modified Capsules, not necessarily in chronological sequence related
to the actual drop tests. This Reel B is included as part of this report
primarily for the clarity and quality of certain events as compared to
Reel A.
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